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Abstract 

     The subject of this thesis is a study of the ways of using the music of Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart in Miloš Forman’s motion picture Amadeus. In my thesis, I focus on how Amadeus 

employs pre-existing classical compositions to create a new, largely fictional narrative based on 

the life and music of Mozart. I argue that instead of applying pre-existing pieces as film music, 

Amadeus conceives individual scenes as well as its overall filmic structure to accommodate the 

music’s expressive qualities and biographical associations. 

     I engage in a conversation with relevant existing scholarship to establish a theoretical 

framework for a systematic interpretation of the meaning-making roles of music in Amadeus. 

Drawing on Claudia Gorbman’s concept of diegetic, non-diegetic and metadiegetic sound 

categories, I apply her taxonomy to Amadeus in order to show how not only the selection and 

placement of music but also its relation to the diegesis determine its impact on the narrative. I 

propose that in its treatment of Mozart’s music, Amadeus reverses the traditional hierarchy of the 

subjugation of a musical score by the visual and verbal aspects of the film. In addition to eliciting 

mood, expressing emotion and enhancing action, the music provides an integral foundation for 

the film narrative. Moreover, by placing the music in novel contexts, Amadeus produces its 

cinematic interpretation that may be of interest to sound studies and musicology. 

     As opposed to Jeongwon Joe, who defends the fragmentation of music in Amadeus by treating 

it as a film score, I suggest that the film approaches Mozart’s compositions both as an essential 

means of narration as well as the subject of the narration. Analyzing key scenes, such as the 

introduction of Mozart, Mozart’s wedding, the manuscript presentation montage, and the 

composition of the Requiem, I aim to demonstrate that thanks to its unusually prominent role on 

the soundtrack, and its explicit agency within and without the inner diegesis, the music functions 

as a significant character as well as a narrator in the film. 
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Abstrakt 

     Tématem této diplomové práce je studium metod využití hudby Wolfganga Amadea Mozarta 

ve filmu Amadeus režiséra Miloše Formana. Ve své práci se zaměřuji na využití původních 

klasicistních skladeb k vytvoření nového, převážně fiktivního narativu o životě a hudbě Mozarta. 

Argumentuji, že místo použití Mozartových skladeb jako filmové hudby, tvůrci Amadea pojímají 

jednotlivé scény i celkovou strukturu filmu primárně s ohledem na expresivní vlastnosti a 

biografické souvislosti hudby. 

     Zapojuji se do dialogu s relevantním dosavadním bádáním, pomocí něhož sestavuji teoretický 

rámec pro systematickou interpretaci významotvorných rolí hudby v Amadeovi. Vycházím z 

konceptu diegetické, nediegetické a metadiegetické kategorie zvuku ve filmu Claudie 

Gorbmanové a aplikuji její taxonomii při analýze Amadea, abych ukázal, jak nejen výběr a 

umístění hudby, ale především její situování ve vztahu k diegezi určuje její dopad na narativ. 

Navrhuji, že tvůrci Amadea zpracováním Mozartovy hudby převrací tradiční hierarchii 

podrobení se hudebního doprovodu ve prospěch vizuální a verbální složky filmu. Kromě 

navození atmosféry, evokace emocí a zvýraznění aspektů vizuální akce, hudba v Amadeovi tvoří 

nedílnou součást filmového vyprávění. Vkládáním hudby do nového, filmového kontextu, 

Amadeus interpretuje Mozartovy skladby s výstupem hodnotným i pro obory studie zvuku a 

muzikologie. 

     Na rozdíl od Jeongwon Joe, která hájí fragmentaci hudby v Amadeovi tím, že o ní pojednává 

jako o filmové hudbě, přistupuji k Mozartovým kompozicím jednak jako k základnímu 

prostředku narace, a jednak jako i k subjektu narace. Analýzou klíčových scén, jako je uvedení 

Mozarta, Mozartova svatba, montáž s rukopisy a skladba Requiem, ukazuji, že díky své 

neobvykle významné roli ve zvukové stopě a explicitnímu působení uvnitř i zvnějšku diegeze, 

hudba v Amadeovi funguje jako ústřední postava i jako vypravěč. 
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Introduction 

 

     Films about composers may be seen as a cinematic genre. While the genre is minor in the 

number of films belonging to the category, composer films are significant because of their 

special treatment of music. Since before the advent of sound, music formed an important part of 

the film experience. The tradition of musicians accompanying silent films by a live, largely 

improvised but synchronous, performance, typically at the piano, reaches as far back as the turn 

of the twentieth century. However, in film, music has often assumed a supporting role to the 

image and to the primarily visual narrative. The music served to highlight onscreen action, a 

practice referred to as Mickey Mousing in its extreme form of synchronized musical imitation of 

visual physical gestures.  

     Musical expression has also been amply used to help create a specific atmosphere of within a 

film or to elicit an intended emotional response from the spectator. Drawing on the tradition of 

the late 19th-century opera, composers began employing in cinema musical motifs and themes, 

which they linked to particular characters, places or ideas. A filmmaker can use music to 

communicate to the audience the emotion or impression of a given scene. The audience may 

receive the communication on a non-conscious level thanks to the use of clearly legible musical 
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codes. Another cogent power of music in cinema is externalizing a character’s mental and 

emotive states. Without the music, the sadness, the anxiety, or the ambivalence a character 

experiences internally as part of the narrative might remain obscured to the audio-viewer. 

     As a result, music helps specify the film’s content and assists the audience in their navigation 

of the narrative. From the filmmaker’s perspective, music takes part in shaping the viewer’s 

response to their film. Conversely, the absence of music implies the filmmaker’s creative choice 

since musical silence can effectively enhance drama. Generally, the filmmaker’s abstention from 

using music affords more room for interpretation by the audience. However, films about 

composers and musicians complicate these principles. For instance, Amadeus1 (1984), Immortal 

Beloved2 (1995), and Copying Beethoven3 (2006) draw from the protagonist composer’s own 

works instead of employing an original score, thereby developing a more complex approach to 

music that engages with its extracinematic existence. 

     In this thesis, I argue Miloš Forman’s Amadeus employs Mozart’s music in a number of 

meaning-making functions. Instead of treating the music as a film score, the film constructs its 

narrative to accommodate the music. By situating Mozart’s compositions in novel, fictional 

contexts, the film interprets the music and offers a new understanding of it. I suggest that in 

Amadeus, music in turn constitutes the principal means of narration as well as the subject of the 

narration. The primacy of music in Amadeus functions both at the level of individual scenes and 

in the overall conception of the film. 

                                                 
1 Forman, Miloš (dir.). Amadeus: The Director’s Cut. Prod. Saul Zaentz. Screenplay Peter Shaffer. Perf. F. Murray 

Abraham, Tom Hulce, Elizabeth Berridge, Simon Callow. Prod. The Saul Zaentz Company. Distrib. Burbank, CA: 

Warner Home Video, 2002; original 1984. 
2 Rose, Bernard (dir.). Immortal Beloved. Prod. Stephen McEveety, Bruce Davey. Screenplay Bernard Rose. Perf. 

Gary Oldman, Jeroen Krabbé, Isabella Rossellini, Johanna ter Steege. Prod. Icon Productions, 1995. 
3 Holland, Agnieszka (dir.). Copying Beethoven. Prod. Sidney Kimmel, Stephen J. Rivele, Michael Taylor. Screenplay 

Stephen J. Rivele, Christopher Wilkinson. Perf. Ed Harris, Diane Kruger. Prod. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 2006. 
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     Moreover, Amadeus uses Mozart’s music to convey important parts of the narrative that are 

not contained in other aspects of the film, thereby making the music essential to understanding 

the story. In addition, I offer an alternative perspective to faulting the film for using excerpts of 

the original compositions only. Instead of focusing on the mutilation of the music, I propose 

Amadeus employs Mozart’s compositions with narratological rather than structural integrity. 

Lastly, I apply key theoretical concepts from cinema studies, sound studies and musicology to 

categorize and describe the ways in which the film deploys the music. I also discuss how the 

different functions of the music contribute to meaning making within the film narrative. 

     Furthermore, I approach Amadeus as a case study in order to examine the strategies by which 

pre-existing classical music can be used in cinema. An overlap exists between the practices of 

using original music and pre-existing classical music in film. However, throughout Amadeus, 

Mozart’s music assumes an unusual prominence in the film’s sonic foreground and the 

significance of its role becomes comparable to that of a major character. While in film it is 

seldom feasible to allow extended pieces of music to play in their entirety, I show that Amadeus 

uses Mozart’s compositions with a musical understanding, intelligence and coherence, despite 

their fragmentation. Moreover, I demonstrate how Mozart’s music accrues new meanings in 

combination with image and dialogue. The filmmakers not only avail themselves of Mozart’s 

works as a mere accompaniment, but, truly, they make Amadeus about the music, and in so doing 

they reinterpret it. 

     Amadeus achieved a great critical success, earning eight Academy Awards, including one for 

Best Picture in 1985. Ever since the film continues to fascinate audiences and inspire debates 

among scholars. Many have written about Amadeus, but no one has dealt with the use of music 

as explicitly as Jeongwon Joe has in her paper "Reconsidering Amadeus: Mozart as Film Music." 
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Joe begins by pointing out that films about the lives of composers have "stimulated popular 

attention to classical music and its composers"4 and states that "most of the musicological 

reactions to the genre have been strongly negative,"5 citing a "lack of historical authenticity"6 as 

a key point of the criticism. I offer a counterargument to the criticism since it does not 

sufficiently consider the film’s underlying premise: that Forman did not conceive Amadeus as an 

accurate depiction of the real Mozart and his life. Amadeus is based on a stage play written by 

Peter Shaffer, who worked with Forman on adapting the play7 into a screenplay for the film. 

Similarly to the play, the film is primarily a work of fiction. The authors borrow fragments of 

historical truth, which they incorporate into the film’s fictional narrative. To regard Amadeus as 

an attempt at a cinematic biography of Mozart is a misinterpretation. Instead, Forman and 

Shaffer exercise their authorial prerogative and creative freedom to construct an imaginary tale 

of the eponymous composer and his music. 

     In his comprehensive study encompassing seven Mozart films "Playing Mozart: Biopics and 

the Musical (Re)invention of a Composer," Guido Heldt observes about the issues surrounding 

composer films: "For film scholars they are located somewhere on the fringes of the biopic – 

itself hardly the most reputable of genres, suspected of middle-brow hero-worship and formal 

conventionality – whereas musicologists tend to treat them as curiosities, distortions of truth, 

capable of undoing decades of scholarly work in two hours of screen time."8 Moving away from 

a monodisciplinary perspective, Heldt instead sees the potential of composer films in their use of 

music: "They [composer biopics] are a stage for a performance of their composers’ music – or 

                                                 
4 Joe, Jeongwon. "Reconsidering Amadeus: Mozart as Film Music" in Phil Powrie and Robynn Stilwell 

(eds.) Changing Tunes: The Use of Pre-existing Music in Film. Aldershot: Ashgate, 57–73, 2006, 57. 
5 Joe, 57. 
6 Joe, 57. 
7 Shaffer, Peter. Amadeus. London: Deutsch, 1980. 
8 Heldt, Guido. "Playing Mozart: Biopics and the Musical (Re)Invention of a Composer." Music, Sound, and The 

Moving Image. 2009, pp. 21-46, 21. 
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rather, a stage for the filmic performance of musical performances, providing opportunities for 

historical contextualization as well as narrative playfulness."9 The observation also seems to 

imply that the emphasis on biographical accuracy as the main criterion for assessing composer 

films is misplaced. By simply pointing out what is and what is not historically accurate about the 

representation of a composer’s life and his music in the film without paying attention to its 

interpretation of the music and the consequent meaning-making results in a reductive rather than 

a productive reading of the entire work. Heldt is fascinated with the capacity of film to 

"(re)invent a composer through the use of his music."10 He states, "Pre-existing music in film 

becomes a functional element of new structures."11 To better understand how the structures 

operate and how they are received by the audience, it is more productive to "focus on their 

internal machinery more than their historical implications."12 

     According to Heldt, music has a double role in composer films. When the film foregrounds a 

musical cue within the diegesis, it may become a part of the subject, but at the same time, music 

can be used as a means of presenting the composer and his work.13 As the subject and a means of 

presentation, the composer’s music "links [their] life and work in a myth-making (or more often 

myth-reinforcing) feedback loop."14 It would be misleading to interpret such synthesis as a failed 

attempt at biography and criticize it for romanticizing its subject. Heldt points out that the 

tendency towards such reading becomes even stronger when the "outer and inner life [of reality 

and fiction] blend [and] the same pieces are used in both functions,"15 that is, in the role of film 

music and as part of the composer’s oeuvre. Significantly to Amadeus, Heldt argues that this 

                                                 
9 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 21-22. 
10 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 24. 
11 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
12 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
13 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
14 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
15 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
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strategy "is suitable for the identification of a composer with aspects of his works or the stories 

around them."16 Amadeus makes ample use of the strategy: the identification of Mozart’s father 

with the character of the Commendatore in Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni presents an important 

theme developed throughout the film. While there are visual motifs, such as the mask and the 

cloak worn by Leopold, which bear a striking resemblance to the Commendatore’s costume, the 

primary means of identification of the two characters is a single connecting musical motif. While 

the parallel identification of Mozart with the character of Don Giovanni in Amadeus seems 

questionable, Heldt observes that in some of the Mozart films, "Mozart becomes Don Giovanni, 

not just through actions, but through the music."17 By contrast, as I will show, Amadeus makes 

an extensive use of Mozart’s Requiem and links it with other Mozart pieces of the same tonality 

to foreshadow the composer’s death. 

     At the 1996 annual meeting of the American Musicological Society, Robert L. Marshall 

delivered his paper, "Film as Musicology: Amadeus," within a section announced as "the first-

ever panel devoted to establishing a new discipline Film as Musicology." In the paper, Marshall 

argues against the prevailing criticism of his "colleagues [who] have often had more trouble with 

[Amadeus], owing, of course, to all those pesky historical 'mistakes' or, if one prefers, 

'liberties'"18 and instead commends Forman’s film. "I thoroughly admire almost everything about 

both [Shaffer’s] play and the quite different film."19 He frames his discussion of the film by 

citing Shaffer, who "explained in an interview [that] the main protagonist [of the film] was no 

longer Salieri; it was, rather, Mozart’s music."20 Marshall then continues to argue, "One of 

                                                 
16 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
17 Heldt. "Playing Mozart," 25. 
18 Marshall, Robert L. "Film as Musicology: Amadeus." The Musical Quarterly. Vol. 81, No. 2 (Summer, 1997), pp. 

173-179, 175. 
19 Marshall, 176. 
20 Marshall, 177. 
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[Shaffer’s] objectives in fact was to saturate the film with it [Mozart’s music]."21 Marshall finds 

no fault with Amadeus for being a "work of the imagination [in which] the author has felt free to 

shift the chronology, to fuse the facts into new configurations, and to augment them for dramatic 

effect."22 Contrary to the criticism of his fellow musicologists, Marshall embraces Shaffer’s 

perpetuation of "the myth of Mozart’s effortless composition."23 Marshall refers to his favorite 

scene in which Constanze reveals to Salieri Mozart’s manuscripts and Salieri nearly faints while 

"contemplating their impeccable notation." Marshall’s willingness to look past the imagined 

elements in Amadeus remains rare in musicology. His paper is important because it has opened 

up a debate in musicology enabling an examination of how Mozart’s music is actually used in 

Amadeus and the way the film interprets the music. In addition, other composer films before and 

after Amadeus can now be analyzed from the freer perspective. Consequently, the value of 

Marshall’s work rests in acknowledging that cinema can make a real contribution to musicology 

and vice versa. In the self-inaugurated category of film musicology, Marshall calls Amadeus "our 

most potent ally, [and] the most potent ally of everyone engaged in the enterprise of cultivating 

and promulgating classical music—performers, scholars, and teachers."24 I invoke Marshall’s 

work to illustrate a larger point of how important it is to be aware of a framing perspective and of 

the demerits of preconceptions in analysis. In my own examination of Amadeus, I aim to 

accentuate the value of the benefits to be gleaned from reconciling, rather than alienating, the 

disciplines of musicology and cinema studies. 

 

 

                                                 
21 Marshall, 177. 
22 Marshall, 178. 
23 Marshall, 178. 
24 Marshall, 179. 
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Mozart as Film Music? 

      

     Before proceeding with my own analysis, I will first outline the perspectives of the existing 

scholarship relevant to the use of Mozart’s music in Amadeus. Jeongwon Joe’s selection of 

musicological criticisms of Forman’s film makes clear that certain musicologists approach 

Amadeus with suspicion, finding fault with the fictionalization of Mozart and the fragmentary 

representation of his music. While the music is set incomplete within new fictional contexts, we 

still listen to Mozart’s music. As evidence of a move towards musical authenticity in Amadeus, I 

submit the renowned conductor Sir Neville Marriner’s condition on which he agreed to serve as 

music director and record the music for the film. Marriner stipulated, "Not a single note of 

Mozart’s music be changed."25 Joe quotes the noted American cultural critic and historian Joseph 

Horowitz stating that Amadeus treats Mozart’s music "as trivially as every other aspect of the 

Mozart story."26 Horowitz took issue with the "mutilation"27 of Mozart’s music, instead praising 

the soundtrack of Ken Russell’s Tchaikovsky film, The Music Lovers28 (UK, 1970). For 

                                                 
25 Forman, Miloš and Shaffer, Peter. Audio Commentary. Amadeus: The Director’s Cut. Burbank, CA: Warner 

Home Video, 2002. 
26 Horowitz, Joseph. "Mozart as Midcult: Mass Snob Appeal." The Musical Quarterly. 76 (1), spring 1992, 11. 
27 Horowitz, 11. 
28 Russell, Ken (dir.). The Music Lovers. Prod. Ken Russell. Screenplay Melvyn Bragg. Perf. Richard Chamberlain, 

Glenda Jackson, Kenneth Colley, Christopher Gable, Max Adrian. Prod. Russ-Arts, 1971. 
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Horowitz, The Music Lovers avoids the composer biopic tendency of "superimposing bleeding 

extracts from a mutilated musical entity."29 According to him, the integrity of each pre-existing 

piece of music in film ought to be observed.30 However, does integrity necessarily mean 

presenting in film the piece in its entirety? 

     Following Horowitz, Joe calls forth a similar criticism of the use of Mozart’s music in 

Forman’s film. The renowned conductor and music writer Robert Craft commented 

disparagingly about Amadeus’s soundtrack. Craft says, "Music bleeds at every splice, welling up, 

fading out, left suspended in mid-phrase."31 Mozart compositions are spliced, truncated and 

mutilated; Amadeus makes no conscious effort to disguise that fact. However, Joe offers an 

extended counter-argument, questioning whether "musical integrity, as such, is a workable 

criterion for evaluating a film’s soundtrack."32 Even a film that has Mozart as its protagonist is 

"not meant to be a reconstruction of a concert piece or an opera." In effect, Joe absolves the 

filmmakers of their responsibility to recreate accurately musical history on film since that is not 

Amadeus’s stated purpose. I add the opening lines from Genius Within: The Inner Life of Glenn 

Gould, spoken through voiceover by Glenn Gould himself, and extend their significance to 

filmmakers as well. Gould says, "I believe the only excuse we have for being musicians is to 

make it differently. To perform it differently. To establish the music’s difference vis-à-vis our 

own difference."33 In part, Forman and Shaffer’s "excuse" for being filmmakers in Amadeus is to 

reinterpret historical events and biographical facts by restructuring and quoting them within 

                                                 
29 Horowitz, 13. 
30 Horowitz, 14. 
31 Craft, Robert. "B-flat Movie." New York Review of Books. Vol. 32, No. 6 (1985): 11. 
32 Joe, 59. 
33 Hozer, Michèle and Raymont, Peter. Genius Within: The Inner Life of Glenn Gould. White Pine Pictures, 2009. 
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novel contexts. Peter Shaffer stated on the commentary track of Amadeus that the film "is not 

Mozart’s biography."34 I choose to approach the film accordingly. 

     I see as Joe’s most significant contribution to the discussion of Amadeus her defense of its use 

of Mozart’s music as carefully thought-out and essentially musical in relation to the film’s 

narrative. She analyzes pivotal scenes in the film in order to show that "most of the musical 

editing is conscientious and dexterous enough to satisfy musical grammar and it is designated to 

enhance narrative or dramaturgical effects."35 In my estimation, Joe convincingly argues against 

the prevailing musicological criticism that condemns the Amadeus soundtrack, however, she, as 

the title of her essay suggests, limits her analysis to approaching it as film music only. In my 

forthcoming analyses, I attempt to demonstrate that certain instances of Mozart’s music in 

Amadeus transcend the inherent limitations of a musical score and take on a more significant role 

in the film. I will show that in Amadeus the traditional formula of music supporting the image is 

inverted. 

     Moreover, Joe sees music in Amadeus as a "structural guidance for visual rhythm and a 

unifying device for narratively related yet spatio-temporally disjunctive scenes, not only through 

the mere continuity of music but also through more technical musical methods, such as tonality 

and motto."36 Her observation about the music functioning as a structural device complicates the 

categorization of the Amadeus soundtrack as film music only. In the prevailing Hollywood 

practice of film scoring, music is typically written by a composer to specifically fit the visual 

rhythm of the scene. For instance, Bernard Herrmann’s cue for the famous shower scene in 

Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho matches the visual rhythm of the scene, and not vice versa. The 

                                                 
34 Forman and Shaffer. Audio Commentary. Amadeus: The Director’s Cut. 
35 Joe, 60. 
36 Joe, 60. 
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music has enjoyed popularity independent of the film. It has been incorporated into a concert 

suite frequently performed in film music concerts separate from the image. Nevertheless, 

Herrmann conceived the music’s rhythm to match specifically the visual action edited into a 

rapid sequence. The music was crafted in order to serve the image and meet the demands of film 

editing, a fact which neither detracts from the artistic quality of the piece nor does it inhibit its 

capacity to have an existence outside the film, such as a live performance in a concert hall. A 

composition conceived initially as film music may become in a concert arrangement 

indistinguishable in genre or form from a classical piece. 

   By contrast, Joe’s subsequent claim that Amadeus deploys Mozart’s music with a view of 

unifying spatio-temporally disjunctive scenes places the music in a film music category. 

Filmmakers have employed the technique of using continuous cues of music within a sequence 

to bridge shots separated by time and location since Orson Welles’s milestone directorial debut 

Citizen Kane37 (1941). Welles and Bernard Herrmann realized that by placing short cues in the 

beginning of one scene and allowing them to continue without interruption or diminution of 

volume into the following scene, the music would function as an adhesive, connecting the 

consecutive shots.38 The music had the capacity to bind two or more shots together into a unified 

whole, making the otherwise disjunctive transitions appear seamless.39 Welles adopted this 

strategy for sequences involving temporal jumps to juxtapose different chapters of Charles Foster 

Kane’s life. One famous scene in particular stands out. The audience is invited to observe how 

the young Charles’s future is being decided while he plays in the snow. The elaborate shot is 

                                                 
37 Welles, Orson (dir.). Citizen Kane. Prod. George Schaefer and Orson Welles. Screenplay Herman J. Mankiewicz 
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remarkable for Gregg Toland’s use of dazzling deep focus cinematography, which captures 

multiple planes of space in sharp focus so that the spectator can observe with equal clarity the 

action in the foreground, in the middle ground as well as in the background.40  

     I see a parallel between the use of deep focus cinematography and the way Herrmann’s cue is 

integrated into the scene. Much like the visual continuity of space facilitated by the deep focus, 

the musical cue creates a sonic continuity of time. In the absence of the unifying music the non-

linear progression, in this instance a regression, along narrative timeline, the transition might 

appear incoherent and lacking a logical connection. One could fail to conclude that the young 

boy and the old Charles Kane are in fact the same character and their fates are closely 

intertwined.41 

     In several cases, Amadeus employs Mozart’s music similarly: non-diegetic music unifies 

consecutive shots otherwise disjunctive because of being far removed in time and space. I agree 

with Joe’s conclusion that in this regard Mozart’s music is used in the same way as a film score. 

However, I will expand her analysis by offering my own interpretation of the historical and 

social meanings the music has accrued outside Amadeus. I will also suggest how these meanings 

affect our reading of the film. In contrast to Joe, who adopts a primarily structural approach, I 

focus on the production of meaning – both the meanings the music has accrued historically and 

the new meanings created within the context of the film through the music’s interaction with 

dialogue and image.  

     Early in the film, a scene in which the present-day Antonio Salieri gives an account of his 

tortured childhood culminates in the sudden death of his father who, to Salieri’s delight, 

asphyxiates while eating. The transition to the following scene, which shows a requiem mass for 
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the father and a close-up shot of the young Salieri’s reaction to it, uses music to bridge the two 

temporally and spatially separated scenes. One might expect to hear Salieri’s own composition to 

accompany the flashback sequence, possibly his own Requiem in C minor written twelve years 

after Mozart’s. Instead, Amadeus turns to a more historically accurate approach, employing a 

piece by neither Salieri nor Mozart, a composition that in theory could have been performed on 

this occasion. 

     Instead of music by either of the fictional rivals, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi’s (1710-1736) 

Stabat Mater, completed in 1736 in the final weeks of the composer’s life, arches over the two 

scenes. Almost no other music featured in the film had been composed by the time of Salieri’s 

father’s death in 1763. On one level of analysis, the piece functions as a film score. It enhances 

the sequence’s continuity by acting as an aural bridge connecting two visually disjunctive scenes. 

Pergolesi’s piece also traces the emotional landscape of solemnity, religiousness, mourning, and 

death with its somber minor key tonality and chromatically descending steps. However, 

Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater entails extra-filmic connotations, some dating back two hundred years 

before the making of Amadeus, yet they can be inferred from the film narrative. The history of 

the Stabat Mater can be traced back to a 13th-century Christian hymn to Mary, which depicts 

"her suffering during Jesus Christ’s crucifixion."42 Importantly, the hymn highlights Mary’s 

maternal relationship to her son. Since the 13th century, many composers, including Giovanni 

Pierluigi da Palestrina (1590?), Antonio Vivaldi (1712), Joseph Haydn (1767) and Antonín 

Dvořák (1876-77), have set the text to music. Pergolesi’s 1736 setting belongs to the most often 

performed today and is one of Pergolesi’s best-known works. The 26-year old Pergolesi 
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suffering from tuberculosis wrote the piece in the final weeks of his life. How is this historical 

background relevant to Amadeus when Peter Shaffer stated the film is a work of fiction? 

     I suggest that while much of the dramatic impetus for the action, mainly the putative rivalry 

between Salieri and Mozart, is fiction, the music, though truncated, remains the most authentic 

representation of Mozart’s work and legacy in Amadeus. To borrow the concept of multiplicity 

from the French philosopher and film theorist Gilles Deleuze: "a multiplicity is, in the most basic 

sense, a complex structure that does not reference a prior unity. Multiplicities are not parts of a 

greater whole that has been fragmented, and they cannot be considered manifold expressions of a 

single concept or transcendent unity."43 A film, which incorporates pre-existing musical 

compositions, cannot be sufficiently analyzed from only a holistic perspective as an artwork that 

simply amounts to the sum of its constituent parts, each of which possesses a prior unity. While 

in Amadeus a prior unity applies to the musical compositions, the same does not always hold true 

for the individual scenes in which they are used. The scenes are dependent on the context of the 

film as they are on the music. In contrast, the excerpted music retains its identity by virtue of its 

prior unity to which each excerpt refers. Specifically, the Pergolesi piece beginning with the 

vocal line "Stabat Mater dolorosa," Latin for "the sorrowful mother was standing," serves as film 

music but that it not its sole function, for even the excerpt contains accumulated historical 

meanings. Whereas it is not practical, if possible, for any one viewer to be conscious of all the 

meanings while watching the film, they are implicit in the music notwithstanding. The listening 

audience may not be familiar with the association of the Stabat Mater with the crucifixion. 

However, they are likely to experience the inherent sadness of the mournful harmonies contained 

within the music. For some, the plaintive chord progressions may function as a reminder of a 
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related personal experience. Others might even recall a previous time they heard the same or 

similar music, such as any of the numerous settings of the hymn. 

     However, if the pre-existing music is cast into a new context, as the visual and the sound 

aspects of Amadeus, the film reinterprets the music; or rather, it lends the music to 

reinterpretation without necessarily depriving it of its previously accumulated meanings and 

interpretations. Though Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater is used in a way that serves the film as an 

atmospheric film score and may even express the internal emotional states of the characters in 

the scene, it does not deprive the piece of its pre-existing identity. It remains Pergolesi’s Stabat 

Mater and the audio-viewers familiar with it will recognize it as such.  

     We might then ask whether our appreciation of the use of Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater rests on 

our prior knowledge of the piece. I suggest that the Stabat Mater in Amadeus represents an 

instance of Deleuze’s multiplicity since it does not simply form a part of a greater whole but it 

manifests a prior unity. While Amadeus uses only a fragmentary form of the piece, its 

incorporation into the film’s soundtrack cannot be construed as a "manifold expression[x] of a 

single concept."44 In the mass scene, Pergolesi’s music works in conjunction with images of 

varying focal length and is interrupted by diegetic sound as well as subdued by the narrator’s 

voiceover to create a larger whole. However, at all times during the fragmented excerpt, the 

music contains layers of historical meaning and allusions to its original form.  

     The co-opting of the Stabat Mater for the synergetic interaction with other components of the 

film to create a new whole entails two-way process: the piece not only contributes to the film but 

the film also contributes to the piece. The placing of an 18th-century piece of sacred music into a 

modernist work of cinema inevitably reinterprets the music. However, Horowitz’s argument that 
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this mutilates the music misses the ramifications of Deleuze’s multiplicity: the reinterpretation 

adds another facet to the piece while not robbing it of its pre-existing meanings. To analyze the 

music in Amadeus, neither a purely musicological, nor an exclusively cinematic approach alone 

is sufficient. A more fruitful discussion takes place when both disciplines combine their forces to 

produce a comprehensive analysis of a multimedia work, such as Amadeus. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ways of Analyzing the Music’s Roles in Amadeus 

      

Parallel to film musicology, film music narratology has grown in the last twenty years and 

gained traction as another discipline that involves both musicology and film studies. Film music 

narratology is particularly relevant to the subject of my thesis as in the following discussion; I 

will focus on the narratological aspect of the use of Mozart’s music in Amadeus. Before 

beginning my own analysis, I would like to turn to Guido Heldt’s indispensable book-length 

study Music and Levels of Narration in Film in order to outline the most relevant concepts and 

theoretical frameworks therein, from which I draw. Heldt begins by stating that "film music 

narratology has so far revolved around the idea of the diegesis: the world 'behind the screen' of a 

fiction film (and not dissimilarly a documentary), or rather, the world constructed by viewers on 

the basis of cues provided by the film."45 The use of the concept of the diegesis can be traced 
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back to Gérard Genette, who introduced it into narratology46 and more specifically to Claudia 

Gorbman, who applied it to the analysis of music in film.47 Gorbman applied Genette’s 

categories 'diegetic' and 'non-diegetic' to the study of sound in cinema.48  

     Heldt points out that the original, and somewhat misleading, terms, which classified sound in 

film according to its origin, such as 'source music', 'incidental music', 'score', 'underscoring' and 

'background music' have been partly replaced in more recent scholarship owing to Gorbman’s 

induction of Genette’s terms. In his book, Heldt’s objective is to "expand the range of 

narratological concepts applied to film music"49 since "hierarchically nested levels of narration 

are a standard of narratological models"50 and, according to him, until the present time, "film 

musicology has failed to look at most of them in a systematic manner." He also points to a gap in 

film music scholarship regarding the categorization and analysis of music in the opening credits 

of a film.  

     In what follows, I attempt to address the gap in my own analysis of the Amadeus opening 

credits. Heldt posits that by "crediting author, publisher, film-makers, [films] attest to their 

made-ness, to the fact that they have been put together by real people (as does a signature on a 

painting)."51 I would add that an on-screen credit during an opening sequence not only attests to 

the synthetic and artificial nature of the film but it directly draws attention that fact. A credit 

stating "directed by" acts as a disclaimer informing the audience that their ensuing suspension of 

disbelief notwithstanding, the film has been "made." The designation of a single person as being 

responsible for a task as complex as the film’s direction is inevitably reductive in that it omits the 
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extent of the roles of others who temporarily act in a directorial capacity. However, the credit 

serves a double function: it renders the "made-ness" of the film explicit and it tells us namely, 

who is responsible for that stated aspect of the overall made-ness of the film.  

     When in the opening sequence of Amadeus a credit appears stating, "Music conducted and 

supervised [as opposed to composed] by Sir Neville Marriner," we are reminded of the 

independent existence of the music outside the film. We are also told that choices have been 

made about the placement of the music. In addition, the credits help us find out about the 

uniqueness of the particular interpretation of the music we are about to hear. The music is not 

simply Mozart’s. It has been interpreted and recorded for the film by Marriner and the orchestra 

of his Academy of St Martin in the Fields. Acknowledging the levels of authorship informs but 

also distances the audience. Instead of relying on the audience to infer or to forget, that the music 

in the opening sequence has been added to the film after the fact, the written credit explicitly 

communicates to the spectator that this is so. Moreover, in case of Amadeus, a credit such as 

"Music conducted and supervised by" has the paradoxical effect of distancing us from Mozart, 

who is not mentioned as the composer. Mozart’s credit would not be redundant, as it would 

convey to the audience that even the music they listen to during the credits is by Mozart. Is it too 

far-fetched to suggest that without the credit some might consider the opening of the first 

movement of Mozart’s Symphony No. 25 in G minor, K. 183/173dB film music, that is an 

original piece composed specifically for them. However, as I previously argued, that assumption 

does not remove from the music its non-filmic meanings. Without Mozart’s credit in the opening 

sequence, however, we may end up temporarily removed from the composer about whom the 

film ostensibly is. 
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     Moreover, according to Malte Hagener and Thomas Elsaesser, the transitional characteristic 

of a title sequence is not just an introduction to the narrative, but also an evocation of a state of 

mind "a film’s beginning must lure the audience, i.e. it must prompt the necessary attention and 

suspense, it must plant important information, but also set the tone and atmosphere that prepares 

for the film to come."52 In Amadeus, in addition to Symphony, K. 183/173dB, the striking 

images in the opening title sequence greatly contribute to its atmosphere. Forman’s 

cinematographer Miroslav Ondřícek emphasized the contrast between the whiteness of the snow 

and also the blackness of the carriage, curtains and other dark set pieces. Heldt observes about 

the nature of a title sequence: "[it] can be understood as an illocutionary act, an invitation, 

persuasion, permission, or even command,"53 asking the audience to attune to the fiction as well 

as "to work mentally if the fiction is to work."54  

     To describe another type of music in film, which Gorbman does not specifically distinguish, 

Heldt coins the term "extrafictional;"55 that is, music played during the company logos. The 

music accompanying a logo in the opening frames of a motion picture is not simply non-diegetic 

as it begins and ends before the diegesis opens. One of the most deeply ingrained examples of 

this is Alfred Newman’s 20th Century Fox fanfare, which has introduced thousands of feature 

films since 1933. What I refer to as logo cue can be heard as a miniature prologue to the diegesis 

itself. The main purpose of a logo cue is to mobilize the audience’s attention, and, of course, to 

remind them whose product they are watching. It is as if the cue announces "please quiet down 

and sit back as the film is just beginning," while the image functions primarily as a brief 

commercial advertising the film studio or the film production company. 
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     This might seem irrelevant to Amadeus, a film that opens as a manufactured product with a 

Warner Bros. logo unaccompanied by either music or any other sound. While the image serves 

the same purpose – it identifies and promotes the owner of the film – the silence plays a 

significant role: it draws attention to the absence of sound so that when after the logo diegetic 

sound and non-diegetic music are first heard, they re-mobilize the audience’s attention, this time 

pointing to the film’s diegesis. The double mobilization of attention is necessary as following the 

pre-title scene; the credits during the opening credit sequence point outside the diegesis and can 

have a disruptive effect on the spectator. Heldt explains the difference between the sound heard 

at the very beginning and the very end of a film, "The end-credit song is film-specific, while the 

logo is generic, repeated, and thereby indicates that this film is just one in a string of similar 

products."56 Similarly, in Amadeus, the silence during the opening logo is generic while the 

piece, which plays during the end credits – the second movement of Mozart’s Piano Concerto in 

D minor, K. 466, initiated by the Wolfgang’s idiosyncratic laugher –, is specific to the film. 

     However, the fundamental dichotomy of musical sound in film has been diegetic and non-

diegetic. Heldt calls the boundary that divides them "the main attractor for film music 

narratology, but also – to mix metaphors – its main bone of contention."57 As I previously 

pointed out, the history of the concept of 'diegetic' and 'non-diegetic' music58 (the latter 

sometimes referred to as 'extradiegetic'59) harkens back to Claudia Gorbman’s induction of 

Gérard Genette’s terms into film musicology. The adoption of the diegetic and non-diegetic 

duality is derived from the concept of the diegesis in narratology. However, "while (film) 
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narratologists seem to agree, by and large, that the differentiation between diegesis and non-

diegetic elements of a narrative is useful, film musicologists have not stopped worrying 

about it."60 It should also be said that Genette in turn adopted 'diegesis' (French diégèse) from 

Etienne Souriau as a parallel to 'story' (histoire) as well as 'narrating' (narration) for the narrative 

generating action.61 According to Heldt, "the common core [of diegesis] allowed Genette to 

develop the terms into a system for nested levels of narration."62 One of the nested levels 

particularly important to an analysis of the means of narration in Amadeus is a 'metadiegetic' 

level, which is "internal to the diegesis."63 Metadiegetic sound while embedded in the larger 

diegesis is particular to one specific character. The sound represents what the character hears in 

their mind. It expresses the character’s inner sonic experience. The evocation on the soundtrack 

of the character’s subjective experience of sound can be likened to the subjectivity of a first-

person point-of-view shot by a camera.  

     At one level of analysis, the music in Amadeus, whether by Mozart, Salieri or Pergolesi, can 

be understood as mediated by the recollected experience of the narrator – the present-day Salieri. 

The priest who elicits Salieri’s confession in turn symbolically represents the audience within the 

diegesis. However, there is a fundamental distinction between the experience of the priest and 

the spectator. We are invited participate at a deeper level of the narrative: what the priest can 

only imagine based on Salieri’s verbal narration, we the audience are shown. The character of 

Salieri the narrator mediates all music we hear in the film with one exception. In the first 

confession scene, Salieri tests the priest’s knowledge of what he considers his own most popular 

tunes by playing a few on the piano. The filmmakers use the narrator as a mediator who presents 
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their selection of music, in particular Mozart’s since his compositions comprise the vast majority 

of the musical soundtrack.  

     Claudia Gorbman further contributed to a film sound taxonomy when, drawing on Genette, 

she introduced the category of "metadiegetic music"64 to the study of music in film. I intend to 

apply Gorbman’s usage of the concept of metadiegetic sound to my reading of Amadeus. As a 

rule, metadiegetic sound is embedded within an inner narrative. The sound’s profile typically 

excludes all other diegetic sound to emphasize the subjective nature of the listening experience 

of a character situated within that narrative. A telling example of metadiegetic music in Amadeus 

is in the scene in which Mozart’s wife Constanze brings Salieri a stack of her husband’s scores. 

As soon as Salieri begins reading the first page, a corresponding music begins playing on the 

soundtrack. The music the audience hears is neither diegetic nor non-diegetic. It does not 

originate within the larger space of the diegesis since other characters present in the scene cannot 

hear the sound; from Constanze’s perspective, there is no music in the scene. However, the 

music does not originate from without the diegesis, either. Salieri, who is located within the 

diegesis, experiences the music. The filmmaker’s intention is to enable the audience to hear the 

music as Salieri experiences it internally. 

     Adding another concept, I extend Genet’s focalization by applying it to my analysis of the 

uses of music in film. In particular, I apply Genette’s distinction of zero focalization and internal 

focalization to the experience of music by Salieri the narrator and the young Salieri in the inner 

diegesis. According to Genette, focalization may be defined as "a selection or restriction of 

narrative information in relation to the experience and knowledge of the narrator, the characters 
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or other, more hypothetical entities in the story world."65 Genette distinguishes between zero 

focalization, which roughly corresponds to omniscient narrator (a narrator who knows more than 

the characters), and internal focalization, which implies a restricted perspective (the narrator has 

access only to what the character knows).66 I attribute zero focalization to the old Salieri, who 

narrates by way of a confession, and internal focalization to the younger Salieri, within the inner 

diegesis. My extension of Genette’s concept consists in its application to music as experienced 

by both versions of Salieri. As principal narrator, the old Salieri controls what pieces he presents 

as part of his narration. He has a more comprehensive knowledge of the music but he is also 

more distant from it, separated by the diegetic time that elapsed between his experience of the 

music and his recollection of it. I identify the narrator’s presentation of the music is as zero 

focalization not because he is genuinely omniscient. The old Salieri is at the same time the most 

informed character and a narrator empowered by the benefit of hindsight. Therefore, the music 

presented from his point of hearing is metadiegetic. In contrast, the young Salieri has less control 

and knowledge of the music; his experience of it is internally focalized. What the audience 

witnesses is Salieri’s mental translation of the compositions in a written form into their aural 

rendition. The sound of the music as mediated by Salieri is situated within the larger diegesis; 

however, its audibility is limited to a single character. We are intended to hear the imaged sound 

the character is hearing.  

     Metadiegetic sound is inevitably subject to the individualized experience of the character 

functioning as an agent of focalization. Of course, to suggest that characters exert actual control 

over the narrative would be misleading. They have as much autonomy as a puppet without its 
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master. Metadiegetic music can be a masked intrusion of the author into the diegesis. Moreover, 

metadiegetic music is mixed into the soundtrack, similarly to non-diegetic music, after the fact. 

During the mixing, other kinds of sound as dialogue and sound effects may also be added in 

postproduction; however, these sounds regardless of the artificiality of their production stand in 

for diegetic sound. Foley effects are a typical example: an after-the-fact recreation or 

reimagining of what the sound might be like if it were produced within the diegesis. Another 

difference is that even though the sound technically originates outside the diegesis, its 

correspondence to its diegetic counterpart, coupled with our suspension of disbelief, allows us to 

perceive it as diegetic. We perceive the sound as diegetic following the characters’ response to it. 

A typical example of this is a dancing scene in which characters dance to the rhythm of the  

music, but, in actuality, the music we hear was added in post-production. Since a recreation of 

the real Salieri’s experience of Mozart’s music is impossible, and all hearing is subjective, any 

performance of the music invariably becomes its interpretation. Amadeus is not only an 

interpretation of Mozart and his life, but also an interpretation of his music.  

 

 

Using Pre-existing Music in Film to Create a New 

Narrative 

 

In the opening credits, we are told that Marriner serves as music supervisor on the film. 

Among other duties, the role of a music supervisor is to attend spotting sessions, oversee the 

compositional process, and organize music orchestration and copying. A spotting session is a 
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screening attended by the director, the music supervisor and the composer during which is 

decided which scenes in the film need music and what kind of music they ought to contain. Since 

there was no living composer working on Amadeus, it fell to Marriner to discuss with Forman 

and Shaffer which Mozart composition would be set to a given scene. This process is quite 

different from a film using an original score. Marriner had at his disposal the Köchel catalogue, a 

chronological list that includes approximately 626 Mozart’s works, from which he could select 

music for the film. Though there was never a question of hiring a composer to write new music 

for Amadeus, other composer films exist that use at least in part newly composed music. For 

example, Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky67 (2009), which centers on the relationship of the 

eponymous fashion designer and the composer, incorporates music by Stravinsky (excerpts from 

The Rite of Spring, Symphonies of Wind Instruments, Les cinq doigts, and Five Easy Pieces are 

featured). However, in addition to Stravinsky’s pre-existing music a new score composed for the 

film by Gabriel Yared is used. The variety of the music in Coco Chanel & Igor Stravinsky is 

enriched and further complicated by non-original music, which has been previously used in 

other, thematically unrelated, films, such as Yared’s own "Foxtrot Dance" from L'amant68 (1991) 

and Popol Vuh’s "Spirit of Piece" which had been used in Aguirre, der Zorn Gottes69 (1972).  

     There are significant technical differences between using pre-existing music and an original 

score in film. One advantage of having a newly composed music is that if the film requires it, it 
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can be altered last minute. There are notable exceptions to this rule, but typically, a composer 

starts working on the score in the last few weeks of the post-production using a provisional 

assembly cut as a reference point. The composer can tailor instrumentation, dynamics, tempo, 

rhythm and other aspects of music to the demands of a given scene. Importantly, before the 

music is used it has to be approved by the director. Since the 2000s, a film composer’s process 

has been further complicated as a director can ask for a demonstration version of the music. I 

outline the compositional process of an original score to illustrate how in contrast to pre-existing 

music, the score can be changed in a variety of ways, or even altogether replaced – a practice not 

uncommon in Hollywood films – to precisely fit the film. In addition, a click track, a technique 

used since the early days of sound film, effectively aids the synchronization of audio cues 

including music to match sound recordings to a moving image.  

     Using pre-existing music of Mozart in film necessitates a more restricted approach. The 

choice was limited to selecting the most fitting piece and determining how it would be combined 

with the image. However, there is one impactful step before the editing: an interpretation of the 

music during the recording. All of Mozart’s music used in Amadeus was specifically recorded 

for the film. I would argue that Marriner’s overall approach to the recording is not affected by its 

purpose; Mozart’s music as interpreted and recorded by Marriner sounds no more "cinematic" 

than the many Mozart recordings he had made previously. Nevertheless, it is notable that 

Marriner forwent the option of licensing existing recordings of the same music, including his 

own. While the reading of the music is not specifically affected by being recorded for the film, 

the recordings we hear in Amadeus are unique to the film, a fact significant to Amadeus 

soundtrack albums. The soundtrack album features the exact same recordings featured in the 
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film, often more comprehensive, for instance from a beginning to the end of a movement of a 

piece, instead of its excerpt only as it appears in the film. 

     David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson are film theorists who have also contributed to the 

study of sound in film. They elaborate on the diegetic and non-diegetic sound distinction by 

adding another criterion: the temporal relationship between sound and the image. Bordwell and 

Thompson distinguish film sound according to the time of its appearance in relation to film’s 

visual aspect: film sound can be heard "earlier, simultaneously, or later than the image."70 This 

phenomenon is illustrated in the scene in Amadeus in which Constanze brings Mozart’s 

manuscripts to Salieri. There the music begins playing before Salieri starts reading the score. 

Following the temporal distinction, according to Bordwell and Thompson, either diegetic sound 

is displaced, by taking place in the past or the future, or simple, when it is situated in the 

present.71 Moreover, they state that each of the two types of sound can be external – spoken or 

otherwise produced by the characters – and internal – heard or imaged in the characters’ mind.72  

     In his seminal work Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, Michel Chion advances even further and 

offers two alternate classes of internal sound. He suggests, "Internal sound is sound which, 

although situated in the present action, corresponds to physical and mental interior of a character. 

These include physiological sounds of breathing, moans or heartbeats, all of which could be 

named objective-internal sounds. Also in this category of internal sounds are mental voices, 

memories, and so on, which I call subjective-internal sounds."73 Chion gives important examples 

                                                 
70 Bordwell, David and Thompson, Kristin. Film Art: An Introduction 2nd. ed. New York: Addison and Wesley, 

1979, 247. 
71 Bordwell and Thompson, 1979. 247. 
72 Bordwell and Thompson, 1979. 248. 
73 Chion, Michel. Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen. New York: Columbia University Press, 1994. 76. 
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of the different kinds of sound that can represent internal sound. However, he also points out that 

these sounds are situated in the present time in relation to the diegesis.  

     Amadeus complicates Chion’s definition of internal sound by partially breaking the rule of 

synchronization. Before I discuss how, I would like to first offer my own distinction between 

two further types of internal or metadiegetic sound. I propose that metadiegetic sound in film can 

occur as a sound experience, i.e., a sound a character hears in the background of his or her 

thought and other conscious processes, and a sound thought, i.e., a sound heard in the character’s 

mind produced by their conscious thought. To illustrate the latter category in Amadeus, I would 

again turn to the scene in which Constanze brings Mozart’s manuscripts to Salieri. Once Salieri 

opens the folder containing the manuscripts and the camera reveals a close-up of the topmost 

page, the principal theme of the second movement Andantino from Mozart’s Concerto for Flute 

and Harp, K. 299, starts playing. Importantly, the music can be heard for five seconds while the 

page is still turned ninety degrees away from Salieri. The music here belongs to Gorbman’s 

metadiegetic territory as it continues playing seamlessly after Salieri has adjusted the position of 

the manuscript page to face him directly. The close-up of the manuscript followed by a close-up 

of Salieri’s face implies that the music we hear on the soundtrack is a cinematic presentation of 

what the character is hearing in his mind. However, the fact the opening flute line comes before 

Salieri actually starts reading the score indicates that this is what Bordwell and Thompson call an 

internal, displaced sound. The sound is displaced from the image. By way of logic, if Salieri 

were able to read new music from a ninety-degree angle fluently enough so that the notation 

would translate into a continuous stream of internal music, he would not hasten to turn the score 

to face him.  
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     Moreover, I would designate Salieri’s internal hearing of the Mozart Concerto as a sound 

thought. Salieri is used to mediate the music for the audience. However, the music the character 

is hearing is not simply illustrating his mental state, which would suggest music as a sound 

experience. The character actually needs to reconstruct the music from the score to obtain its 

aural rendition. Therefore, in order for us to hear the music in this scene, Salieri first has to 

produce it by a conscious mental effort. While this effort takes place within the fictional realm of 

the diegesis, this imaginary act is required to sustain the logic of the film. Whereas it is not 

crucial if the spectator can read music or not, it is Mozart’s music that he expects to hear. If, for 

instance, Salieri glanced at the score and a completely out of place Beatles song started playing 

on the soundtrack, the spectator’s suspension of disbelief would be irreparably disrupted. One 

effect of the music preceding the visual cues is that it eases the audience into Salieri’s internal 

representation. We hear the music before he does and without being encumbered by attempting 

to read the score. In addition, I suggest that another important function of a temporally dislocated 

sound, which precedes the image, is to foreshadow. Sound that may appear untimely or 

premature in relation to the visual component of the narrative can in fact have a strong narrative 

significance.  

     A typical example of this kind of displacement is found in horror films. While an 

unsuspecting character goes about their business, a dissonant or agitated musical accompaniment 

sounds. On the surface, the sound we hear may seem incongruous with the narrative. What is 

wrong with this unpleasant music when everything seems fine, I might ask as I watch the scene? 

Instead, I may derive more meaning from interpreting the music’s narrative content: something 

nefarious is going to happen to the unsuspecting character. The music imparts this narrative 

information; it creates anticipation and generates tension. Because the music supplies the 
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information before it can be surmised from the visual action or before the character becomes 

aware of it, the music serves a role equivalent to the omniscient narrator.  

     Returning to Amadeus, hearing the music a brief moment before Salieri starts reading the 

score creates an anticipation of the act of reading. However, the main function of the music we 

hear as mediated by Salieri is narrative: it helps tell a story. The music does so while remaining 

anchored in the diegesis by the visual notation. The visual aspect of the music encourages us to 

listen is a key word because it is the music we pay attention to. This scene is a telling example of 

how Amadeus reverses the traditional model relationship in narrative cinema between the image 

and music.  

     A musical score in film is also referred to as an underscore because it operates under the 

image with respect the attention it is expected to draw relative to the visual component. In 

general, while music is an intrinsic element of a film and its narrative strategies, it supports 

visible action and helps the primarily visual storytelling. Numerous instances exist in film in 

which music clearly transcends this subservient role, but it is more an exception than a rule. 

What Amadeus does is to turn this paradigm on its head by foregrounding Mozart’s music and 

engaging the visual aspect to support it. The scene I have been discussing illustrates the primacy 

of music. Instead of using the old Salieri as narrator to describe the music, the music is 

empowered to "speak" for itself.  

     To ensure that all our attention is on the music, the diegetic sound of Salieri turning the pages 

and Constanze munching on candy fades out. Moreover, curiously, the reversal of the 

hierarchical relationship between image and sound is initiated by the image. The image ushers in 

the music and finally gives way to it. The scene revolves around Mozart’s manuscripts. From the 

moment Constanze and Salieri meet, their interaction centers on the absent Mozart’s music. 
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Contanze hopes to leverage the scores into an advantageous position for her husband and Salieri 

looks for a way to use them against Mozart. All this works to indirectly build up expectation and 

eagerness to see Mozart’s own handwritten work. The manuscripts are the only at once static, 

palpable and lasting representation of his genius. We know that Mozart’s life is tragically 

ephemeral and that music making unfolds and dissolves in time with similar impermanence. We 

may record a music performance as well as a person’s life but the uniqueness of each moment is 

inimitable and irretrievable.  

     When Salieri finally opens the manuscript folder and begins gazing at the topmost page, I 

listen to what I am see, with the benefit of the above-described head start. When the visual aspect 

of the music joins in, it intensifies the attention I pay to the music. Alternatively, the image 

points to the sound and confirms its primacy. We may listen to Mozart’s music as Salieri 

interpreted by Salieri’s mind. All non-musical sound is turned down in the mix as it is redundant 

at this point in the scene and would only disrupt the music. Salieri the narrator refrains from his 

commentary, because his words cannot better describe what we hear. Just as the film emphasizes 

the near faultlessness of Mozart’s writing, it also seems to suggest that for the purposes of 

illustration and audience experience, one tone of Mozart’s music is worth a thousand of Salieri’s 

words.  

     However, the consequence of the hierarchical inversion of image and sound in the manuscript 

scene does not end here. The recombination of the two main aspects of the film results in a new 

synergy. There is something pleasing about the dovetailing of image into sound. Even if I cannot 

sight-read the score at a rate that keeps up with the playback of the music, I still find it gratifying 

that these mysteriously perfect writings are instantaneously translated into music. The young 

Salieri contributes to the effect when he, a respected court composer, marvels at the perfection of 
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Mozart’s first drafts. His response influences our expectation of the music. We are told that the 

written aspect of the music is sublime and complete. We are now primed to listen to its sonic 

counterpart. When I listen to the music accompanied by the visual score, it feels gratifying that, 

like the younger Salieri, I am given an insight (or an insound) into the music. The sound in the 

film has become more telling than the image. It decodes the image. As a result, I hear what I 

cannot obtain from seeing alone. 

     Another important aspect of the use of music in the manuscript exchange scene 

contemporaneous with the image-sound inversion is a narratological shift. Whereas typically in 

narrative cinema narration relies primarily on visual cues, dialogue and on voiceover, this scene 

in Amadeus is an example of musical storytelling in film. In terms of visual action, the film 

becomes static; or rather, what we observe is a sequence of brief static shots represented by 

close-ups of individual sheets of Mozart’s scores punctuated by Salieri’s hand turning anxiously 

from one sheet to the next. While the synergy I have described above of sound and image in the 

scene means that both sound and image are needed to produce the desired effect, it is the music 

that performs narration. Mozart’s music is both the means and the subject of narration and the 

dramaturgical pretext for the music’s presentation is Constanze seeking employment for her 

husband. Salieri contributes to building up the audience’s expectation of hearing Mozart’s music 

in the previous scenes, in which he grudgingly admits to wanting to understand the genius of 

Mozart. For a composer like Salieri, the way of understanding Mozart is by examining his 

written scores. Constanze finally creates the first opportunity for Salieri to lay his hands on 

Mozart’s writing by bringing it to him. As the Andante from the Concerto for Flute and Harp 

begins playing, the image recedes to the background, so to speak, in favor of the sound, which in 

turn becomes foregrounded. At this point, the context has been set (or reset) for the music to 
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engage in its own storytelling. Mozart’s music moves between functioning as a means of 

narration, the narrator and the subject of narration. Diegetic sounds are muted and images match 

the music in a way to highlight the music’s primacy. 

     Why is the scene more about Mozart’s music rather than the composer? Notably, unlike 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s opera Mozart and Salieri and the Pushkin poetic drama on which 

the opera is based, Shaffer and Forman omit Salieri from the title. However, it is Salieri’s 

perspective that dominates Amadeus and Salieri’s narration that frames Mozart’s story. Salieri’s 

narration takes the form of a confession in that Salieri confesses to a priest that he has killed 

Mozart, the greatest composer who ever lived. However, the interaction between Salieri and the 

priest is only ostensibly a confession. Though Salieri admits to killing Mozart, he does so in the 

beginning of the film. Therefore, if the confession itself were the impetus of the narrative all that 

follows would be ancillary to it and anticlimactic. As Salieri unravels his story it becomes 

obvious that he is both haunted by the killing but also strangely excited by the opportunity to 

confess. During the confession, he becomes increasingly frustrated and self-indulgent in equal 

measure. Salieri is frustrated by what he perceives a divine injustice; he considers it unfair that 

despite all his piety and hard work, God cursed him with the burden of mediocrity compared to 

the musical genius he bestowed on Mozart, who Salieri thinks not deserving of the gift. 

Importantly, Salieri sets out in his confession to portray his relationship with Mozart as a quest to 

thwart God. Salieri’s intention to destroy Mozart is as motivated by his jealousy towards the 

subject of his destruction; rather it is propelled by his revenge on God. Given the emotional 

charge of his motivation, Salieri’s narration of his experience of Mozart’s music cannot be 

received as reliable. The aspect of Amadeus that is subject to least distortion is his music. While 

the film presents Mozart’s pieces mostly incomplete and the music struggles in the film’s 
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soundtrack with non-musical diegetic sounds, I propose it is Mozart’s music that even it its 

fragmentary form constitutes the most accurate representation of Mozart and his work. 

     If we embrace the view that Amadeus is more about Mozart’s music than Mozart, we might 

ask why it is compromised. While the music is arguably rendered authentically – Forman hired 

Sir Neville Marriner, a renowned Mozart conductor, to record all the music and preside over its 

use in the film. However, almost in all cases, the music is cut short, starting in medias res, or 

sometimes two fragments of the same piece are spliced together. The rationale for using the 

music incomplete is analogous to the reasons why we frequently hear the Overture to The 

Marriage of Figaro without the rest of the opera in a concert hall. The basic reasons are 

pragmatic and dramaturgical.  

     As opposed to a single-opera film, such as Ingmar Bergman’s Trollflöjten74 (The Magic 

Flute) (1975), Kenneth Branagh’s The Magic Flute75 (2006) or Joseph Losey’s Don Giovanni76 

(1979), all of which respectively comprise the opera from the title in its entirety, Forman’s 

Amadeus may be seen as operatic in form because of its omnibus structure and approach to 

music. Amadeus offers no larger Mozart work complete because that is not within the means of a 

composer film, with its shifting focus on multiple pieces. I suggest that not only a three-hour film 

cannot accommodate a holistic approach to the use of a larger number of compositions, but also 

it is not the film’s purpose.  

                                                 
74 Bergman, Ingmar (dir.). Trollflöjten. Prod. Måns Reuterswärd. Screenplay Ingmar Bergman. Libretto Emanuel 

Schikaneder. Perf. Josef Köstlinger, Irma Urrila, Håkan Hagegård, Ulrik Cold. Prod. Sveriges Radio/TV2/AB 

Svensk, 1975. 
75 Branagh, Kenneth (dir.). The Magic Flute. Prod. Pierre-Olivier Bardet, Simon Moseley. Screenplay Kenneth 

Branagh, Stephen Fry. Libretto Emanuel Schikaneder. Perf Joseph Kaiser, Benjamin Jay Davis, Amy Carson, René 

Pape, Lyubov Petrova. Distrib. Revolver Entertainment, 2006. 
76 Losey, Joseph (dir.). Don Giovanni. Prod. Robert Nador, Michel Seydoux. Screenplay Rolf Liebermann, Joseph 

Losey, Patricia Losey, Renzo Rossellini. Libretto Lorenzo Da Ponte. Perf. Ruggero Raimondi, John Macurdy, Edda 

Moser. Distrib. Gaumont, 1979. 
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     In addition, I propose that the fact alone that the music has been curtailed or otherwise 

presented incomplete, does not necessarily compromise the artistic integrity of the film nor does 

it disrespect the music as suggested by Joseph Horowitz77 and Robert Craft.78 If would be 

misleading to expect of Amadeus to be a kind of a documentary film rendition of Mozart’s 

music. Instead, Amadeus places selected excerpts of Mozart’s music into new, largely fictional 

contexts. In Amadeus, fiction invests the music with added layers of meaning. A significant part 

of the reinterpretation is realized by exploring the narrative potential of Mozart’s music. If the 

music did not have a story-telling capacity, it would merely hover over the images and as a 

separate, disconnected entity whose existence is extraneous and whose absence would not affect 

the narrative. In the following chapter, I will analyze key scenes in Amadeus, in particular the 

scene in which Salieri introduces Mozart. The scene emphasizes music through dialogue and 

points to the music as the locus of Mozart’s genius. I will also address how the music is 

employed to advance effectively the narrative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
77 Horowitz, 11-14. 
78 Craft, 11-12. 
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Mozart’s Music Within and Without the Diegesis 

 

After Salieri gives a comparative account of his and Mozart’s childhoods, we finally meet the 

adult Mozart at 17 minutes into the film. Salieri the narrator frames the flashback by posing a 

striking question, which serves to introduce Mozart, "I played a little game with myself. This 

man had written his first concerto at the age of four, his first symphony at seven, a full-scale 

opera at twelve! Did it show? Is talent like that written on the face? Which one of them could he 

be?"79 By explaining his curiosity, the narrator helps stir the curiosity of the audience. Like 

Salieri, we wonder which of the many people in the crowded ballroom of the archbishop’s palace 

is Mozart. Moreover, the spectator may also wonder if the filmmakers have chosen an actor 

whose physiognomy will somehow make him stand out from the rest. How is genius supposed to 

look? While we have been primed to look for Mozart the diegetic music, which plays in the 

beginning of the scene, is not his. The first shot of the sequence focuses on a group of musicians 

performing a piece, which may be regarded as an example of Tafelmusik (German for "table-

music"), "a term used since the mid-16th century for music played at feasts and banquets."80 By 

beginning the shot with focusing on the musicians, the audience is clearly told that the music 

they hear originates within the diegesis. The camera then pans to the right and focuses on Salieri, 

which indicates that he is the subject of its gaze and, temporarily, also of the inner narrative. As 

Salieri moves from the anteroom hosting the group of musicians to the large ballroom, the music 

decreases in volume but remains audible to play as a diegetic soundtrack to the old Salieri’s 

                                                 
79 Forman, 15 minutes 7 seconds. 
80 Wikipedia contributors. "Tafelmusik." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. 7 July 2020, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tafelmusik&oldid=966565526. Accessed 27 July 2020. 
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narration. Interestingly, as Salieri wanders through groups of people talking, the only diegetic 

sound we hear is the music coming from the adjacent room. However, the music seems to play a 

little too loud, without a corresponding echo and a shift relative to the position of the source of 

the music in the soundtrack’s surround sound to sustain convincingly the impression that what 

we keep hearing is still diegetic music. However, the discrepancy is slight enough to go 

unnoticed, since it is Salieri’s narration, which the soundtrack highlights. Based on Salieri’s 

framing narration, it is possible to interpret the music as representing the young Salieri’s 

listening, as recalled by the narrator, through the inner year of a composer. 

     The first prominent non-musical diegetic sound which enters the soundtrack is Constanze’s 

scream followed by an exhilarated giggle of a young man who chases her thorough the anteroom 

away from the camera. This shot is significant because of how it uses sound to focalize the 

subject but even more important is how the act of focalization is achieved. Through the 

representation of Salieri’s listening (his focus on the music is interrupted by a scream), Salieri 

becomes an internal focalizer that directs the audio-viewer’s attention in a specific way. The 

character mediates a specific point of view or, more inclusively, "a point of experience"81 The 

role of sound in the process of focalization is crucial here, as we not only see Constanze and 

Mozart through Salieri’s eyes, but we also hear them through his ears. Were it not for the sound 

singling out the two subjects they would remain all but inconspicuous in the crowd. The non-

verbal sound functions as our main cue for identifying Mozart in the film for the first time. 

     The camera then follows Salieri as he moves into a room in which he observes the young man 

and Constanze as they engage in various pranks. The audience is therefore equipped with 

information contained in sound that helps them identify Mozart before the young Salieri makes 

                                                 
81 Gorbman. 
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the identification clear. The young man finally cements the identification when he stops kissing 

Constanze and suddenly stands up, fully upright, as if hit by a lightning bolt. "My music. 

They’ve started without me,"82 he says. The utterance is very effective and rich in meaning. It is 

brief, unexpected, and it stands in contrast to the almost silent soundtrack in the moments leading 

up to the utterance. With respect to its semantic function, it definitively identifies the eponymous 

character, simultaneously serving as a signpost explicitly pointing to the music. The filmmakers 

use the character of Mozart to make a trans-diegetic83 address to the audience.  

     As soon as we have learned who Mozart is in the inner narrative, Salieri directs our attention 

to Mozart’s music. The music actually starts playing very softly, on the edge of being audible 

three seconds before Mozart responds to it, identifying it as his music. This time, the nuanced 

mixing of the music on the soundtrack makes it sound as if the music genuinely comes from a 

distance, separated by another room. The music we have been instructed to listen to is the 

Serenade in B-flat major, "Gran Partita," K.361/370a, and the piece marks the first time in 

Amadeus that we hear Mozart’s music originating within the old Salieri’s flashback diegesis. It is 

no coincidence that this direction aimed at the audience to listen happens the first time we hear 

Mozart’s music.  

     I argue that one of the main accomplishments of Amadeus is the directed presentation of 

Mozart’s music. Furthermore, I suggest that the foregrounding of the music in Amadeus, or, to 

relate it to Genette’s narratological framework, a focalization of the music, is a significant aspect 

of the film that has not been sufficiently discussed in the existing scholarship on Amadeus. 

Among the means of sound focalization are Salieri’s verbal utterance, Mozart’s look into the 

camera and a gradual increase of the volume of music in the sound mix. 

                                                 
82 Forman, 19 minutes 47 seconds. 
83 Chion, 80. 
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     As Mozart rushes to the performance of his music, which began in his absence, the film cuts 

to a long shot showing Mozart running through the anteroom towards the performers. 

Interestingly, as Mozart draws nearer the concert, the music does not increase in volume. A 

diegetic sound whose quality is not affected by a change of position or perspective within the 

diegesis shares that characteristic with a non-diegetic sound. However, the way the music is 

presented while Mozart runs towards it is not non-diegetic. Instead, the sonic point of view, or 

the point of hearing, is approximately from where the camera is positioned. We hear a 

corresponding echo that suggests the music unfolds in a space equivalent the large ballroom. A 

cut marks a shift from Mozart’s point of hearing to a more general point of hearing roughly 

embodied by the camera’s position. It is as if we are meant to hear the music as experienced by a 

member of the audience in the ballroom.  

     A servant standing at the door in the room’s corner watches Mozart run towards him while 

listening to the music. The servant’s point of hearing approximates that of the young Salieri, who 

is also in the audience. The movement of the camera seems to confirm its identification with a 

member of the audience when it abruptly withdraws to make way for Mozart as he rushes 

through the ballroom door, which, we find out, has been left open allowing for an increased 

travel of sound. The abruptness of the recoiling movement of the camera also acknowledges the 

camera’s physical presence in the scene. I would suggest that the camera’s generalized point of 

hearing is employed to create a bridging effect between the sound qualities experienced by 

individual characters with respect to their position to the acoustic mise-en-scène. I use the term 

acoustic mise-en-scène to refer to the scene’s sonic environment, including objects and spaces 

that have an effect on the quality of diegetic sound. Importantly, not all sound in film is recorded 

directly and synchronized to the action. In addition, synchronized sound recorded during the 
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shooting is still subject to the film sound mixing. However, one of the objectives of sound 

mixing is to optimize the volume level of each sound and to ensure that the sounds are mutually 

integrated so that they are appropriately audible to the film audience while retaining the illusion 

of realism. Following my logic of the representation of sound within the diegesis, one would 

expect that sound quality of Mozart’s music being performed, in particular, its volume and echo 

– would adapt to the changing position of the running Mozart, who is rapidly approaching the 

source of the sound, but that is not the case. Instead, the position of the camera temporarily 

mediates a more fluent, and in terms of volume, more consistent, aural perspective of the music 

for the audience. I make this observation to illustrate the point that even when diegetic, Mozart’s 

music is given preference in the overall soundtrack of the film. In spite of the music’s 

fragmentary appearance, which I will discuss shortly, we are clearly meant to pay more attention 

to the music than to anything else in a sequence that introduces Mozart, including the quickly 

unfolding action.  

     Moreover, I propose that the action in the sequence is staged specifically to foreground the 

role of Mozart’s music, which, in an actual sense, becomes a character and, temporarily, also the 

subject in the scene. The film’s soundtrack in the introductory scene focuses on the diegetic 

music and sustains it at a relatively high volume compared to the rest of the diegetic sounds, 

which are subdued. As a result, the music is spotlighted on the soundtrack to the exclusion of 

ambient sound. For instance, as soon as Mozart reaches the ballroom door, his rushing footsteps 

on the wooden floor become nearly inaudible, yet, in actuality, from both his and the camera’s 

point of view they would be quite prominent. The softening of the ambient sounds in 

combination with a sustained high volume of the music not only foregrounds the music but it 

also makes it easier to follow. An attempt at a realistic rendition of sound, which would vary the 
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volume of music according to the changing acoustic environment of the scene gives way to a 

more consistent and directed music presentation that is likely to elicit a more focused listening to 

the music.  

     As soon as Mozart reaches the position and takes over conducting from one of the musicians, 

one almost expects to hear a change in the music. However, the music, which has of course been 

prerecorded, shows no signs of an added genius. I do not suggest that the actual music might 

have been altered, for instance by a slight modification of tempo or phrasing, but one possibility 

to manipulate the music without changing anything in the diegetic sound would be a change 

from the outside. It is possible to envision a trans-diegetic interference of increasing the music’s 

volume, which would arguably enhance our concentration on the music even further. However, if 

we regard Mozart as the focal point, the culmination of the scene would seem anticlimactic. Not 

only Mozart’s presence passes without acknowledgment on the soundtrack, but it also does not 

add an expected dramatic charge. We are given medium shots of Mozart, which show in passing 

his conducting style, but no close-ups offering a psychological insight. By contrast, Constanze 

and Salieri, in particular, are framed in close-up shots observing the performance. Based on the 

consistent focus on Mozart’s music on the soundtrack and the relative distance from which 

Mozart is framed, I conclude that this scene is an important early example of Mozart’s music 

portrayed as the principal subject in Amadeus. 

     The Gran Partita has been presented consistently in terms of volume and dynamics but a 

significant alteration to the actual musical material takes place before the scene is over. As I have 

observed, Mozart has taken over the conducting of Adagio, the third movement of the Gran 

Partita. The transition from conductor to conductor is seamless both musically and visually. 

However, at 20:41 a dramatic change is made to the music. Nothing is added, embellished, no 
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musical line or instrumental part is particularly brought out to sound more conspicuous to 

somehow serve the scene. It would seem that Neville Marriner’s condition that not one note of 

Mozart music be changed was observed. Though the notes of the portions of the Gran Partita 

that appear in the film are not changed per se, the majority of the entire work is omitted. As 

Mozart makes a more emphatic conducting gesture at 20:41, raising hands above his head, the 

soundtrack abruptly cuts to the coda of the Partita’s final movement. Musically, the cut creates a 

radical intervention into the structure of the piece. Not only is the Adagio left unfinished and the 

final movement starts suddenly at a point where the music prepares to conclude the piece, but 

also the intervening movements IV-VI are elided altogether. The film masks this cut in two 

ways. First, by way of diversion, as soon as Mozart signals to the musicians a change in the 

music, the film cuts to Salieri to show his reaction to Mozart conducting. Salieri quickly emerges 

from the bystanders and moves towards the camera until his face is framed in a close-up. The 

way he looks at Mozart, intensely, wide-eyed and transfixed, has the effect of temporarily 

deflecting focus from Mozart and the music to the emotional experience of Salieri. The film 

audience is intended to consider, like Salieri in awe and disbelief, that the childish man who we 

have just observed enjoying scatological humor and the composer who composed this sublime 

music he is now conducting are in fact the same person.  

     If the first method of masking the structural cut to Gran Partita was done by way of 

distraction, the second is arguably carried out by the diegetic audience’s complicity. The 

audience standing on both sides of Salieri can be seen watching Mozart intently. However, 

unlike Salieri whose face gradually changes until it settles on the expression of a resigned shock, 

the faces of the crowd are uniformly static and unexcited. The same can be said of the larger 

group seen behind Mozart after the music has transitioned into the final movement. Is there no 
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music connoisseur among them who would raise an eyebrow at the structural disparity? If not, 

then surely, Salieri, an audience member and an accomplished court composer, would balk at the 

striking musical discrepancy. In addition, the musicians show no difficulty suddenly skipping 

ahead and leaving behind a substantial portion of the music not played. Most importantly, 

Mozart himself seems to preside over the musical legerdemain, which recasts his own work into 

a condensed form.  

     Obviously, the act of abbreviating the music cannot be blamed on characters. The cutting of 

the music has been planned and executed by the filmmakers and the actors simply follow the 

lead. More relevant to my discussion of Amadeus is considering the possible reasons the 

abbreviation was made and how it affects the presentation of music and lastly what it achieves 

narratologically. I have suggested that instead of openly acknowledging the shortening of the 

music, the filmmakers tried to conceal it. I would also suggest that the concealment of the cut is 

motivated by the same reasoning as the cut itself. It is beyond the scope of a three-hour Amadeus 

to render a performance of the entire Gran Partita without it becoming a concert film. Instead, 

Amadeus provides a selective presentation of Mozart’s music as a series of highlighted excerpts 

with an emphasis on their integration into the larger narrative structure of the film.  

     Do the filmmakers distract us from the cut in the hope that it will escape our attention? 

Noticing the cut would draw focus from the music to the fact the music has been cut. Similarly, 

seeing another camera in the frame filming the same scene from a different angle would shift the 

focus from the characters and the story to the actors and to the making of the film. Amadeus 

avoids this self-reflexivity. Self-reflexivity would run counter to what the film sets out to 

achieve; to present the music of the real Mozart and use it in a way that helps tell the story of the 
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fictional Mozart. However, before the cut and the effort to obscure it may be accepted the 

question of how it advances the film’s narrative ought to be answered. 

     I suggest that the cutting of the Gran Partita achieves two things. Firstly, leaving out the 

music moves the narrative forward. Given the film’s limited duration, the purpose of the scene 

has been to introduce Mozart and identify him by the music. After the sublime music has been 

sampled, the scene needs to move on in order sustain its dramatic charge. The Partita is a large-

scale instrumental work. Depending on the tempi taken by the conductor, the Partita’s 

approximate duration reaches about 50 minutes, exceeding in length by a large margin any of the 

41 Mozart symphonies. While from a musical standpoint, I can object to the heretical 

intervention against Mozart’s music, as a film spectator I would be surprised if the entire piece 

was performed in the film from beginning to end. It simply would not fit within the film’s overall 

structure and conceptual framework. Moreover, the extension would do a disservice to the film’s 

narrative. Instead of presenting even a single continuous movement, the film enforces an 

artificial transition from the Adagio to a more assertive music of the Partita’s Finale leading to 

the piece’s conclusion to provide a dramatic coda to Mozart’s diegetic introduction. 

     In a striking cut, the film links the last note of the Gran Partita with the narrating Salieri’s 

proclamation, "That was Mozart."84 The sustained last note of the Partita carries over into the 

next scene in which the old Salieri continues his confession. With the abrupt cut, the film 

instantly transports the narrative to a different time, place and level of diegesis. The juxtaposition 

of the two shots may look disjunctive, but the brief overlapping between the last notes of the 

Partita fading out and the old Salieri’s voice entering the soundtrack creates a highly effective 

cut. The cut makes sense not only because of the continuity of sound but also owing to its 

                                                 
84 Forman, 21 minutes 8 seconds. 
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semantic value. The dialogue is used in order to identify the music we hear. The words "That 

was Mozart" dovetail with the ending sound of Mozart’s music. Salieri’s statement serves as a 

signpost pointing to two things: "Mozart" refers both to Mozart the character, Mozart’s music, 

and by extension, to the real-life Mozart as an author as well. While the fictional Mozart and the 

real-life Mozart ought to be kept separate, their most salient shared aspect is the music; that is, 

Amadeus attributes the same music of the real Mozart to his fictional counterpart. Therefore, any 

reading of Amadeus that sees Mozart as the central character ought to account for his music in 

the film both as the most direct approximation of the real-life Mozart’s work as well as a pre-

existing historical material employed and reinterpreted in order to help specify his fictional 

counterpart. 

     While it is valid to approach Amadeus as being primarily about the onscreen relationship 

between Mozart and Salieri, the following scene continues to focus explicitly on Mozart’s music. 

After Mozart unceremoniously leaves the archbishop’s palace, Salieri goes to see the Gran 

Partita score left on the stand by one of the musicians. The narrating Salieri’s role in the scene is 

similar to that of a music appreciation teacher. He will talk us through the same excerpt of the 

Adagio, overheard before by Mozart when teasing Constanze. Notably, we hear the same music 

for the second time in the film. However, the second iteration has a didactic function, as the 

narrator will highlight specific elements of the music to illustrate its genius. Before we begin 

hearing the piece for the second time, the narrator downplays the importance of the visual aspect 

of the music – its notation – "On the page it looked... Nothing! The beginning simple, almost 

comic. Just a pulse. Bassoons, basset horns... like a rusted squeeze box."85 While the initial 

commentary reflects Salieri’s resentment towards Mozart, it also seems to single out the sound of 

                                                 
85 Forman, 22 minutes 54 seconds. 
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Mozart’s music as the most important element of his genius. Throughout the film, Mozart is 

represented as an eccentric, immature and morally dubious character. In its portrayal of Mozart, 

Amadeus borrows from the impoverished genius type, who pays for his uniqueness and creativity 

by severe deficiencies in other aspects of his life. The film emphasizes Mozart’s human 

imperfection while celebrating his genius through the sound of his music and its interpretation. 

     What follows is a scene, which takes the form of a music appreciation lesson. Salieri embarks 

on an explication of the Gran Partita, which accompanies the music playing simultaneously on 

the soundtrack. He provides a commentary that serves to guide the listeners’ attention to specific 

elements of the music, and he uses physical gestures to complement the musical ones. Salieri 

continues his musical narration: "And then, suddenly, high above it, an oboe. A single note, 

hanging there, unwavering. Until a clarinet took it over and sweetened it into a phrase of such 

delight."86 When Salieri suddenly points up his index finger in imitation of the high note played 

by the oboe, it produces a subtle, yet impressive, example of the synergy between music, image 

and dialogue.  

     First, Salieri alerts us to the presence of the high oboe note. Out of the texture comprised by 

woodwind instruments, it is the oboe to which the spectator is directed to pay special attention. 

Now that the oboe has been singled out by way of spoken narration, the focus on the oboe is 

further enhanced by Salieri’s hand gestures. He raises his hand and points upwards to indicate 

visually the high position of the oboe. Whereas one could easily make the argument that the 

visual component of the film distracts from Mozart’s music, which is entirely self-sufficient and 

needs no cinematic accompaniment, this scene illustrates how film can reinterpret music by 

using visual gestures and dialogue to spotlight a specific aspect of the music without 

                                                 
86 Forman, 23 minutes 15 seconds. 
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compromising its self-sufficiency. Salieri’s narration not only verbalizes a part of Mozart’s 

music, but it reads it in a particular way. When Salieri refers to the clarinet, he does not simply 

provide a factual analysis; instead, he attributes to it emotive value. He says the clarinet 

"sweetened" the high note into "a phrase of such delight." This is no description striving for 

objectivity. The filmmakers use the narrator as a vehicle for offering a specific interpretation of 

Mozart’s music. We, the audience, are not only intended to appreciate Mozart’s music; we are 

encouraged to appreciate it in a specific way. Moreover, I would argue that while nothing quite 

matches the holistic aesthetic experience of hearing the piece in its entirety, the fragment we hear 

is sufficient for the audience to appreciate the aspects of the music highlighted by the film. The 

music is abridged temporally – we hear neither the beginning, nor, in this second iteration of the 

Partita, the end – but the music is not stripped of its texture. We hear it fully orchestrated and not 

as a piano reduction. Consequently, while the film interferes with the structure of the piece, it 

presents the part that we hear in its full complexity. 
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The Challenges Faced by Music in Film 

 

    One of the issues faced by composers writing for film is that their music often has to compete 

with dialogue and sound effects for its presence on the soundtrack. More often than not, when all 

three categories of sound are simultaneously present on the soundtrack, dialogue receives 

priority over music and sound effects. Explicit verbal content tends to be foregrounded, as words 

must sound intelligible in order to be understood. Secondly, when a specific sound represents, 

for instance, the screeching of tires during a car chase, that sound is more likely to be given a 

greater prominence on the soundtrack than music in order to establish a corresponding link 

between the sound’s source we see and the sound we hear. A visual cue, such as a close-up of the 

car or even the tire may briefly be shown. In such a scene, music is employed to enhance the 

drama, amplify the tension and underscore the suspense of the action. The music remains audible 

at all times, but when dialogue or special sound effects enter, they subdue the music. This 

phenomenon explains the etymology of the term underscore, since in volume or prominence the 

music often ranks below (or under) the dialogue or sound effects. 

     Christopher Nolan’s Interstellar87 (2014) represents a major Hollywood film, which inverts 

this formula. Nolan engaged on Interstellar his frequent collaborator Hans Zimmer, who 

previously scored Nolan’s Batman trilogy. From the beginning, Nolan wished to emphasize the 

father-daughter relationship between the characters portrayed by Matthew McConaughey and 

Jessica Chastain as integral to the story. The familial intimacy between the two characters is 

                                                 
87 Nolan, Christopher (dir.). Interstellar. Prod. Emma Thomas, Christopher Nolan, Lynda Obst. Screenplay Jonathan 

Nolan, Christopher Nolan. Music Hans Zimmer. Perf. Matthew McConaughey, Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain, 

Ellen Burstyn, Michael Caine. Prod. Legendary Pictures, Syncopy, 2014. 
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contrasted by the cosmic scope of the film, which unfolds over the course of many years and 

spans different planets. To highlight the overriding importance of the human relationship Nolan 

has the music play at an unusually loud volume in the overall sound mix. At times, the effect of 

the bold artistic decision comes at the expense of the intelligibility of the dialogue. During its 

theatrical release, Interstellar caused controversy. Some spectators complained that the dialogue 

was not always understandable.88 I discuss Interstellar in order to illustrate the traditional 

approach to music mixing in film by an example that inverts this formula. Curiously, even 

though Interstellar does not deal with music as a theme, Nolan uses music to express the essence 

of the film. By comparison, I have argued that on a basic level, Amadeus is about Mozart’s 

music. Another key difference is presented by the fact that Mozart had long been dead at the time 

of the making of Amadeus and therefore all of Mozart’s music in the film predates it by 

approximately 200 years.  

     Of the Mozart works heard in Amadeus the excerpts of music from his operas arguably 

approach film music more than any other piece in the film. As opposed to Mozart’s serenades, 

concertos, which are to a large extent absolute music in that they are not a setting or 

accompaniment of any specific narrative, or Masses and the Requiem, which have a general 

program attached to them, a libretto significantly determines the music composed for an opera. 

The narrative of an opera largely determines the music. Through music, the composer creates 

characterization, develops the narrative’s dramatic arc, comments on the plot, and foreshadows 

things to come by way of introducing motives. If a libretto of an opera directly influences its 

music, then film narrative often comes close to prescribing it. 

                                                 
88 Tiedemann, Garrett. "Lost in the Mix? Interstellar Controversy Swirls Around Music and Effects." Classical 

MPR, 2015. Web. < https://www.classicalmpr.org/story/2015/01/14/interstellar-mix-controversy>. 
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     Perhaps no other form of music is as intrinsically tied to an extra-musical content as film 

music. Moreover, if music written for or associated with a non-musical narrative or event is 

program music, than film music is program music’s most extreme form. While the genre of film 

music encompasses a number of different approaches of scoring for visual media, in cinema one 

of the earliest techniques, referred to as Mickey Mousing, originated in the 1930s. The term 

comes from Disney animation films, where the accompanying music is synchronized with the 

actions on screen. The rationale behind the technique is that matching music to visual movement 

emphasizes the visual physical gestures. The spectator’s attention is directed by aural cues to 

visual action. Consequently, Mickey Mousing represents the most rigorous case of program 

music. The music’s role is functional and it remains subjugated to the image. The short cues, 

sometimes only a few seconds in duration, are designed to focus, highlight, or in some cases, to 

create an impression. When the character of Mickey Mouse makes a mistake, trips and falls the 

music imitates the action with a view of emphasizing the comic aspect of the situation. As a 

result, the music functions as an insurance policy: if the image alone fails to make the viewer 

laugh, the music briefly enters to create a sound that ensures they will. A separate but equally 

interesting question is whether the music alone, without the image, can still elicit laughter. It 

would be deceptive to argue, that such music has an intrinsically comical quality as much it 

would be misleading to assume that a piece of music is inherently romantic. The active 

participation of audience perception, which is invariable subjective, is needed to co-create the 

romantic sentiment. For Mickey Mousing, onscreen physical action dictates what the music 

should be, or rather what it should do. 

     There is a connection between Mickey Mousing, or film music, and Amadeus. Amadeus 

inverts the formula. Mozart obviously did not compose for film and his music was not conceived 
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to fit the action and the editing of Amadeus. In order to achieve a synergy between music and 

image, the hierarchical relationship between the two must be reversed. I suggest that the film 

needs to be reverse-engineered to accommodate the music. Since the music predates the film and 

the film purports to be about the composer and his music, it is the visual aspect of the film that 

needs to adapt to the music. Forman’s Amadeus represents an adaptation of not only Shaffer’s 

fictional play but also of Mozart’s actual music. Not unlike a composer sets a poem to music, 

Amadeus tries to set Mozart’s music to film. The words of the poem remained unaltered in the 

resulting piece, but in Amadeus a substantial part of the words is omitted to ensure an accepted 

duration of the motion picture. In music Romanticism, composers like Robert Schumann, Franz 

Schubert and Gustav Mahler have composed a collection of songs based on selection of texts by 

one poet. The selection and the ordering of the poems often adheres to the dramatic sensibility of 

the composer, in other cases the selection remains determined by the poet himself. A concept 

album represents a modern equivalent in popular music of this principle. A concept album 

follows a carefully thought-out trajectory to create a cumulative effect and a holistic impression 

of the individual songs contained on the disc. For example, the cumulative effect can be achieved 

by an ordering of the songs in smaller groups according to a particular mood or meaning so that 

the overall emotional charge or the development of a central idea builds up and reaches a climax 

at or near the end of the album. In its use of music, Amadeus loosely matches the cinematic 

analogy of a song cycle or a concept album. The film, too, focuses on a selection of works by the 

eponymous composer, which, while not interconnected thematically, the filmmakers deploy in a 

way to create the life trajectory of the fictional Mozart. 

     The film opens with the first cadence of the Don Giovanni Overture and proceeds to thrust of 

the audience in medias res to establish the framing narrative, which unfolds in the cinematic 
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present time. The Gran Partita is the next piece significantly featured. The Kyrie from Mozart’s 

unfinished Great Mass in C minor is employed as solemn wedding music for Mozart’s marriage 

to Contanze, its dark overtones explained in the film narrative by Leopold’s disapproval of the 

wedlock. The following works of Mozart, which are given the longest screen time, are excerpts 

from his operas. We the staging of The Abduction from the Seraglio, Idomeneo, The Marriage of 

Figaro, The Magic Flute, and, most extensively, Don Giovanni. Next to Don Giovanni, Mozart’s 

Requiem is afforded the longest running time in the film; in particular, the Introitus, the opening 

movement completed by Mozart, and, subsequently, the Confutatis and the Lacrymosa 

movements only partly written by Mozart’s hand. The last Mozart piece we hear in the film is the 

final movement of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor, K. 466. The third movement 

Rondo lends itself to recapitulation with its recurring theme and it seems a fitting 

accompaniment to the end credits of Amadeus. 

     I submit that there is an overall scheme for the use of Mozart’s music in Amadeus. The 

scheme allows choosing specific sections of Mozart works that seem to fit best a given scene. It 

also allows for the selection of pieces according to their biographical significance. For instance, 

the extensive use of the Requiem in the last hour of the film not only functions dramatically in 

the scenes, but it also gains much of its effectiveness and urgency from the fact that the Requiem 

is Mozart’s last work, left incomplete, and, most importantly, is still surrounded by mystery in 

real life. The Requiem is also one of the best-known large-scale works of Mozart and therefore 

its use in Amadeus additionally benefits from its familiarity. However, another key aspect of the 

use of the Requiem is its integration into the larger concept of the use of music in Amadeus. In 

the overarching concept, the Requiem stands as a culminating work. A Requiem accompanies a 
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mass for the dead and Amadeus ends with Mozart’s death. Moreover, Mozart’s entry into the 

genre requires larger forces, both orchestral and choral, to perform.  

     I would argue that from the very opening of the film when we hear the first measures of the 

Don Giovanni Overture through the film’s final act featuring various excerpts of the Requiem 

until the end credits with the Rondo, Amadeus musically traces a dramatic arc that corresponds to 

the film’s narrative. Furthermore, considering the holistic approach to the deployment of the 

music throughout the film, I believe Amadeus stands up to the criticism levelled at its alleged 

inconsistent use of music. My subsequent analysis aim to prove that the use of music in Amadeus 

shows integrity at the level of individual scenes as well as following the general narrative 

trajectory of the film. 

     After the sequence involving the Gran Partita, we encounter an extended discussion between 

the emperor and his inner circle of advisers. Even though Mozart is the main subject of the 

discussion, no music is used for the scene. The obvious cause for the absence of music is that 

another layer of sound would distract the audience from following the discussion. Another 

reason is the use of musical silence. Following Salieri’s explanation of the Gran Partita, which 

focused our attention directly onto the music, we are given a respite, a non-musical interlude. I 

suggest the purpose of the interlude is to situate the audience more firmly into the diegesis of the 

film and let us temporarily forget we are in fact experiencing Salieri’s narration. In the previous 

sequence in which Salieri describes specific elements of the Gran Partita, music served as a 

connective tissue between the two levels of diegesis. We first heard the music as diegetic as 

overheard by Mozart, who then proceeded to conduct a diegetic performance of it. When the 

performance ended the film cut to the present-day Salieri, who then elaborated on the same 

section of the Gran Partita first overheard by Mozart while frolicking with Constanze. 
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     The effect of hearing the same piece of music at both levels of the diegesis, that is, inside the 

main narrative and within the narration that frames it, is two-fold. First, we are introduced to the 

piece as it begins in medias res. It is immediately identified as Mozart’s by Mozart. 

Consequently, the emphasis is placed on the authorship of the music. In addition, the scene 

increases its dramatic impact by juxtaposing two sides of Mozart: the mercurial childlike figure 

and the sublime genius composer. When the performance is over, the present-day Salieri 

refocuses our attention on the piece itself. We first observe the young Salieri approach the score 

and as soon as the camera frames it in a tight close-up shot and he begins reading it, we move 

into the present day narration. Not only is the sound of the Gran Partita used to connect the two 

levels of the diegesis, but also its score serves as a visual pivot that facilitates the move from one 

level to the other. Analogous to modulation in music in which the composer progresses from one 

key to the destination key by way of a chord both keys share, the score of the Partita functions as 

a pivot, which transports the spectator from one level of the diegesis to the next. Such a rapid 

shift of both place and time might seem disjunctive were it not for a linking element that ensures 

coherence. 

     The second time we hear the Gran Partita as part of the present-day Salieri’s lecture to the 

priest we are invited into an analytical mode. Not only does the repetition of the same music 

indicate to the spectator that the narrative he is following is not at all times linear, but also we 

may notice two things: the same piece of music we have just heard is playing again and if we 

notice that, we may wonder why that is the case. The repeated use of the same music in different 

contexts has two contradictory effects. On the one hand, the effectiveness of repetition is 

predicated upon familiarity and familiarity is gratifying. On the other hand, if the listener 

recognizes that they have heard the music before and start thinking about the first time they 
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encountered the music or the reason they hear it again, they are likely to be temporarily derailed 

from following the narrative as it unfolds in the present time. However, a clever device averts 

this scenario: Salieri’s guided explanation of the music directs our attention to the music in the 

present time. The second iteration of the Partita anticipates our familiarity with the piece, even if 

the listener does not recognize and fails to interpret the visual cue of the score, Salieri the 

narrator identifies it as such. Once the identity of the piece has been reinforced, Salieri’s 

commentary tries to capture in words the distinguishing quality of Mozart and his genius as a 

composer.  

     After Salieri has illustrated Mozart’s genius using examples from the Partita, the emperor and 

his inner circle of confidants discuss Mozart’s future in the contrasting absence of music. The 

emperor determines that he would like to engage Mozart, a decision that furthers the plot since it 

introduces Mozart into Salieri’s life. The fictional rivalry between the two composers can now 

begin. In the following scene, we observe Salieri as he practices on the keyboard in his room. He 

is composing a welcome march for Mozart’s arrival, but in fact he wants to use this occasion to 

show off in front the emperor, who is going to perform the piece to greet Mozart. We observe 

Salieri as he labors over the composition. Sitting at the keyboard, he plays out the melody and 

discovers new phrases by trial and error. When he arrives at a new progression that pleases him, 

he notes it down. By contrast, Mozart is known for having planned entire compositions in his 

mind and retained them in his memory. It was the mechanical act of writing the music down that 

Mozart found laborious.  

     Amadeus exaggerates the differences between the two composers by showing that for Salieri 

even the composition of a simple keyboard piece presents a cumbersome process. The 

composition is intercut with Mozart trying on different wigs in preparation for meeting the 
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Emperor. Salieri’s march is light and uplifting in character, with occasional sudden breaks 

reflecting Salieri’s frustration when stumbling during the composition. I would submit that that 

cutting back and forth between the two scenes is based on the parallel between Salieri trying out 

notes with difficulty and Mozart trying out wigs with ease, while further juxtaposing the 

opposing qualities of the two composers. Salieri is portrayed as serious and pious compared to 

Mozart, who is depicted lighthearted, careless and irreverent. 

     When Salieri brings the finished manuscript to the emperor, the emperor briskly starts 

practicing the march at the keyboard. Despite his topmost position in the hierarchy, in character 

the Emperor Joseph seems to present the middle ground between Mozart and Salieri. The 

emperor possesses a measure of Salieri’s severity and reserve, but as soon as he sees the 

manuscript, he moves to the keyboard with Mozart’s visibly childlike excitement. In terms of 

skill, the emperor is of course far behind both composers. He cannot sight-read and requires 

practice time to perform even a simple piece as the march. The emperor represents the amateur, 

the music connoisseur, a wise man who compensates for a lack of advanced musical training 

with his youthful gusto. He allows his excitement to take control and orders the guards to let 

Mozart in before he has had sufficient time to practice. As the camera cuts to the hallway, we see 

Mozart approaching the emperor’s room. The emperor’s resolute but still awkward playing 

provides a well-suited musical accompaniment to Mozart’s ungainly walk as he stumbles in 

through the doors. Notably, many of Mozart’s exaggerated steps match the downbeats of the 

Salieri march as played by the Emperor.  

     The film subsequently cuts between Mozart attempting to pass through the guards and Salieri 

conducting the emperor’s unceremonious performance, each action reflecting frustration. 

However, Mozart overcomes his frustration with ingenuity and manages to pass through the 
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gauntlet of the guards while Salieri tempers his impatience with the emperor only on the surface 

for a fear of authority and out of self-serving adulation. The interaction between Salieri and the 

emperor when the latter performs the former’s music is of interest as it enables the film audience 

to witness a brief music instruction class. In a microcosmic masterclass, we see Salieri correcting 

his would-be pupil, the emperor. Salieri is no doubt in a precarious position as the emperor is his 

supreme superior and so we observe as the composer-instructor tries to get his way without 

offending the pupil. The scene is riveting to watch for its tension between propriety and 

impatience, a desire for perfection and a fear of overstepping one’s position, all brilliantly 

encapsulated by F. Murray Abraham’s layered performance. When combined with Mozart’s 

quasi-acrobatic approach, which punctuates Salieri’s instruction, the scene generates an 

undeniable sense of humor without ever appearing contrived or calculated.  

     As soon as Mozart enters the room, not a single word is uttered until the Emperor finishes 

playing. From the perspective of narrative logic, the cessation of all verbal expression is 

motivated by respect towards the emperor. No one dares interrupt him when he is playing. Even 

Salieri stops giving instruction when he sees Mozart. So struck he is by Mozart bowing at the 

wrong man thinking he is the emperor. The soundtrack mirrors the narratological progression: 

the only sound we hear is the music. The source of the music is diegetic; it is performed by the 

emperor. However, the action that takes place from the moment Mozart steps through the door is 

essentially all pantomime. Expressive grimaces and deliberate nodding of the head perform the 

introductions instead of verbal greetings, all to the accompaniment of diegetic music. Moreover, 

the three main characters in the scene are all connected by way of the music we hear: Salieri 

wrote the march that is performed by the emperor for Mozart. In the next part of the scene, by 
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bringing the music to perfection by way of mere improvisation, Mozart will demonstrate his 

compositional genius. 

     Mozart’s cackling laughter constitutes a non-musical sonic motif, which recurs throughout the 

film. The highly unusual quality of Mozart’s laughter is exaggerated in the film. It differs 

considerably from the laugh indicated by Shaffer in his play and as far as I am aware no evidence 

exists supporting the notion that this is in fact how the real Mozart’s laughter sounded. The 

inauthenticity of the laughter aside, the laughter as rendered by Tom Hulce has a striking, if not a 

disturbing quality. How a character so deeply musical could sound so dissonant? What I call 

dissonant is subject to interpretation; however, relative to Mozart’s music his laughter does have 

a cacophonous quality. The audience’s reaction to the laughter may be amusement spurred on by 

the disapproving stares Mozart elicits from other characters.  

     In addition, Mozart’s laughter is strategically placed in the most inopportune moments in the 

film to accentuate Mozart’s social ineptitude and to enhance the cackling laughter’s comic effect. 

While the cackle is non-musical, it features prominently on the soundtrack each time it appears. 

It almost appears as a tick. Each time Mozart experiences a sudden, overwhelming bout of 

exuberance he discharges the energy into the laughter. It is as if the intensity of the emotions is 

too much for him to bear, or perhaps it is his way of sharing his excitement with the people 

around him. At other times, the cackle is a way for Mozart to break an awkward silence. 

Regardless of the cause, the cackle unmistakably draws attention to itself. The characters in the 

scene are taken aback each time Mozart produces the laughter and look at him in disbelief. The 

audience may follow suit or be entertained by the overall comic awkwardness of the scenario. 

More importantly, Mozart’s laughter has the effect of a dramatic punctuation. By drawing 

attention to itself, it creates or defuses other tension within the scene. For instance, its final 
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appearance between the closing of the last scene and the very beginning of the end credits not 

only signals the end of the film but also alleviates the dreary mood of the film’s final act. 

     Once the emperor’s circle have recovered from the interjection of Mozart’s laughter 

(curiously, the Emperor is the only one who does not seem to be in the least surprised), they 

begin discussing the most suitable language for Mozart’s next opera to be commissioned by the 

Emperor. Before leaving, the emperor hands Mozart the score of Salieri’s march. Mozart replies 

that he has already committed the music to his memory. The scene is set up in a way to provide 

another demonstration of Mozart’s genius. Much like the emperor, the audience may demand a 

proof of Mozart’s genius. However, the scene is also important in how it begins creating an 

exaggerated dichotomy between the two central characters, Mozart and Salieri. Mozart will 

dwarf Salieri’s effort of writing the march by mere improvisation. What better way to illustrate 

the musical superiority of one and the inferiority of the other than presenting Salieri’s march in 

its original form and subsequently showing how Mozart effortlessly brings it to perfection.  

     The scene is remarkable for its biased presentation of the musical competences of each 

composer. The representation of Salieri’s effort is first distorted by placing an emphasis on the 

struggle of writing music. Subsequently, our impression of the march is further marred by the 

emperor’s less than competent performance. By contrast, when Mozart sits down at the keyboard 

and starts playing the march, he immediately begins improving on it by improvisation. His sense 

of phrasing and the placement of accent seem flawless from the moment he touches the 

keyboard. Once Mozart has run through the exposition of the main theme, he points out the 

sameness of the rest of the march. Salieri’s humiliation is only exacerbated when Mozart 

declares that the piece "doesn’t really work?"89 Mozart spontaneously adds a second theme, 
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which contrasts Salieri’s labored theme with its freshness, ease and a songful quality. Within 

seconds, Mozart transforms Salieri’s welcome march into the famous aria "Non più andrai" from 

The Marriage of Figaro.  

     Since the aria is one of Mozart’s best known works, frequently performed in concert apart 

from the opera, many listeners are likely to recognize, if not identify it. Historians may object to 

its anachronistic use: the emperor has yet to commission Mozart to write a German opera, which 

will be revealed in the next scene as The Abduction from the Seraglio. In actuality, the opera had 

its premiere in on 16 July 1982 at the Vienna Burgtheater. Mozart did not begin composing The 

Marriage of Figaro until the spring of 1986 and he conducted the opera’s premiere performance 

on 1 May 1986. Even within the film’s narrative the early appearance of the instrumental version 

of "Non più andrai" still seems anachronistic since Mozart will be depicted composing The 

Marriage of Figaro much later in the film.  

     Moreover, Amadeus indirectly suggests that Salieri’s mediocre march gave rise to one of 

Mozart’s favorite opera numbers, a confabulation that has no factual basis. Nevertheless, the 

chronological error has no impact on the dramatic efficacy of this pivotal scene. The scene marks 

the beginning of the rivalry between the two composers, or so it would seem. Despite the often-

discussed fictional rivalry between Salieri and Mozart, I find no evidence in Amadeus that the 

rivalry is mutual. Throughout the film, Mozart shows no intention of competing with or no desire 

to outperform Salieri, much less supplant him from his position as the court composer. A one-

sided rivalry is not a true rivalry but rather a case of jealousy. The scene with the welcome march 

represents the starting point of Salieri’s jealousy towards Mozart. Moreover, perhaps 

unintentionally, Mozart publicly humiliates Salieri in front of the emperor. Salieri’s humiliation 

in turn spawns his resentment towards Mozart. As a result, the scene constitutes a turning point 
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in defining the relationship between Salieri and Mozart. Crucially, all of this is accomplished 

through music. The successive composition and presentation of the welcome march followed by 

its transformation into "Non più andrai" shapes the dynamic of the relationship so vividly and 

explicitly that it almost makes the accompanying dialogue redundant. Despite its complete 

fictitiousness, I consider Amadeus’s treatment of the march a highly effective example of the use 

of preexisting instrumental music in a narrative function within cinema. The music creates a 

miniature portrait of both composers and establishes their relationship, which will become the 

backbone of the narrative for the rest of the film. 

     The following scene involving a private rehearsal with Salieri and Katerina Cavalieri again 

pivots around music, culminating with a remarkable feat of film editing. While the dialogue 

focuses on Cavalieri’s curiosity about Mozart – much to Salieri’s frustration, she persistently 

keeps asking Salieri to describe his nemesis – the music in the scene serves to express Salieri’s 

secret feelings for Cavalieri. Salieri’s response to Cavalieri’s singing betrays his affection. It is 

the combination of Salieri’s facial expression with the music that gives the scene its potency and 

effectively conveys the emotion one character feels for another. In effect, music becomes at once 

the object and the means of creating emotion. The spectator is invited to admire Cavalieri’s 

singing, the quality of which almost seems at odds with her grotesque appearance. At the same 

time, the singing is what elicits Salieri’s emotional response. Therefore, in the absence of 

dialogue, music becomes the most important means of communicating within the diegesis 

(between the characters) and also beyond (imparting narrative information to the spectator). 

     A Classical operatic aria is essentially a vehicle for a vocal soloist to display an outstanding 

quality of their voice. Composers wrote arias with a specific singer in mind to accommodate 

their vocal range and to highlight the virtuosity of the singer’s voice by pushing it to its limits. 
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The soloist could then optionally embellish the aria, for instance by adding spontaneous trills not 

notated in the score by the composer. While in rehearsal with Salieri, Cavalieri performs 

increasingly higher-pitched runs in the aria. As soon as she arrives at the highest note in the aria 

that displays the range of her voice, the camera starts moving in on her face. The transition of the 

camera from the medium shot to a close-up shot of Cavalieri’s face is carefully synchronized 

with her arrival at and a sustaining of the highest note. In the moment Cavalieri releases the note, 

the film makes a striking cut to the next scene, using music as the main linking and cohesive 

element.  

     The following scene takes place in a theatre where Cavalieri performs in the premiere of the 

opera to which belongs the aria she sang in rehearsal with Salieri in the previous scene. Instead 

of presenting the aria from the beginning, the music in the theatre scene resumes exactly at the 

point where the previous scene ended. The cut accomplishes an instantaneous change of location 

and time. We move from Salieri’s room to the theater and we progress from the rehearsal time to 

the opera’s premiere. Music is the chief ingredient that enables the continuity of this transition. 

While the visual cut compresses time and space to advance the plot, sound functions to maintain 

continuity and coherence. Since the soundtrack immediately before and after the cut consists 

exclusively of music, that is, all other diegetic sound is suppressed in the mix, the music 

effectively becomes the connective tissue of the two consecutive but otherwise disconnected 

scenes. However, even the music is not without a change.  

     While in recital, Cavalieri’s singing is accompanied by a piano. The piano line is diegetic as 

well as the singing, a conclusion supported by the fact that we see Salieri playing the piano in a 

manner typical of soloist rehearsals. Two seconds before the cut to the following scene, the 

sound of an orchestra replaces Salieri’s piano. By giving this sonic cue in advance of the cut, the 
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filmmakers prime the audience for the sudden change the cut will bring. Notably, even in the 

accompaniment the change is made by way of a subtle segue since the orchestra begins at 

precisely the point where the piano ends its last phrase. If the soloist remains the same before and 

after the cut (Cavalieri sings both in rehearsal and onstage in the premiere), the accompanist-

instructor changes.  

     The first cut in the new scene reveals Mozart conducting the premiere performance. The 

change foreshadows a forthcoming scene in which Salieri the narrator informs us of his another 

bitter defeat by Mozart, who, he tells us, has had sexual relations with Cavalieri, whom Salieri 

confesses to love. I see the use of music in the two adjacent scenes as example of a deliberate, 

coherent and meaning-making approach to the use of Mozart’s music in Amadeus. In contrast to 

the rapid shift of time and place, music remains the most consistent aspect the two scenes share. 

Moreover, the music imparts narrative coherence to the elements, which change, elements that 

may not be functional without the power of music to unite them. One of the early instances of the 

editing technique, which uses music to facilitate visually discordant cuts and to establish a 

narrative link between contiguous scenes whose continuity is not readily apparent, can be seen in 

Orson Welles’s Citizen Kane, which I discussed previously. 

     In Amadeus, music is used as a cohesive element that binds scenes together, such as in the 

transition from Salieri’s room to the theater, from a rehearsal to the premiere. While the same 

technique of overlapping placement of music as in Citizen Kane is applied, Amadeus differs in 

one key respect. The music used in Amadeus predates the film. Therefore, if synchrony between 

image and sound is to be achieved, and integrity of the music preserved, the image must 

accommodate the music in the editing. I suggest that music is the most salient element of 

Amadeus, according to which, when present, the film is edited.  
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     One may still rightly object to the larger structural breach of Mozart compositions, 

highlighting the fact that the pieces not presented in the film in their entirety. However, this 

perspective fails to receive the music in its present context. At a basic level of analysis, Amadeus 

presents a synthesis of music, non-musical sound, speech and image. In many of the film’s 

crucial scenes, the preference in editing and in the narrative is given to the music. While the 

filmmakers leave out significant portions of many of the pieces, the music that is heard in the 

film typically serves the prominent role of a structuring device around which other components 

of the film pivot.  

     The singularly effective cut matched to a single note transports us from Salieri in rehearsal to 

Mozart conducting the premiere, but the synchrony in the opera scene continues. Once we enter 

the theater, the first shot we see is of Cavalieri singing the aria she began in the previous scene. 

The second shot reveals Mozart as the conductor. However, in addition to conducting the 

performance, we see Mozart singing inaudibly with Cavalieri. The juxtaposition further cements 

the intrinsic relationship between music and image in the scene. We are aware that it is Cavalieri 

who we hear singing but Mozart’s visually matched mouthing of the words being sung by 

Cavalieri creates a pleasing synchrony. Mozart’s conducting is then intercut with reaction shots 

of Salieri. The shots of Salieri are static, emphasizing that, as opposed to Mozart, he is "out of 

tune" with the performed music. Salieri manages to weigh in on the scene only in retrospect from 

another plane of the diegesis as the present day narrator. However, in stark contrast with his 

earlier Gran Partita narration, which lauded Mozart’s music, here Salieri’s commentary deplores 

it, or at least the performance of it. "Ten minutes of ghastly scales. Arpeggios! Whizzing up and 

down like fireworks at a fairground,"90 the old Salieri says with resentment. The film then cuts 
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back to the performance, showing a close-up shot of Mozart’s beaming face. It captures Mozart 

in a state of near ecstasy, so immersed he is in the act of conducting and captivated by Cavalieri.  

As soon as the performance finishes, instead of showing the audience applauding, the film cuts 

to the old Salieri’s room. His line "Understand, I was in love with the girl"91 begins as a seamless 

segue to the final note of the opera performance. The linking of "Understand" and the final note 

of the opera sounds pleasing because in this case the dialogue extends rather than interrupts the 

continuity of the musical rhythm. 

     Whereas in the Gran Partita, narration served to praise and highlight the music; in the opera 

scene, Salieri’s voice mostly encroaches on the music to denigrate it. His narration over the aria 

invades rather than complements the music. One almost waits for the rude interjection to pass so 

that we can hear the music and assess it ourselves. The harshness of the commentary is caused 

mainly by its lack of synchrony or correspondence with the music. Salieri’s remarks are a 

generic criticism that does not follow the music in real time, as was the case with the Partita. 

Furthermore, Salieri’s speech runs counter to the phrasing of the music, instead of attempting to 

match it. Consequently, the first opera scene in Amadeus advances Salieri’s status as Mozart’s 

antagonist through an adversary juxtaposition of music and dialogue. The following scene 

features one of the longest music numbers in the film. It presents a diegetic staging of the last 

part of the finale of The Abduction from the Seraglio. At three minutes and ten seconds, the 

scene contains the longest segment of uninterrupted music up to this point in the film.  

     Back in Salzburg, Mozart’s father Leopold begs the archbishop to forgive his son’s 

insubordinate behavior and give him another chance. The archbishop grudgingly obliges with a 

stoic scowl on his face. Leopold has kneels down to kiss the archbishop’s ring and the master 
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raises his hand to indicate that Leopold may leave. As soon as the archbishop begins raising the 

hand, non-diegetic music enters the soundtrack. The music we hear is the opening of Mozart’s 

Great Mass in C minor, K. 427. The choice of the Mass, in particular its first movement Kyrie, is 

significant and rife with meaning. Mozart composed the Mass during his stay in Vienna between 

1782 and 1783. Though he wrote it eight years before his death, Mozart never finished it. It 

remains unfinished with a significant portion of the Credo and the entire Agnus Dei missing. 

Next to the Requiem, the Great Mass is one of two major unfinished Mozart compositions 

featured in Amadeus. Both works are also large in scale, serve a liturgical purpose and in 

addition to an orchestra require a chorus. Interestingly for a film, both dialogue and choral music 

call for the human voice to be performed. However, the Kyrie opens with an extended orchestral 

introduction.  

     The choice of the Great Mass to accompany the scene of Mozart’s wedding to Constanze 

seems appropriate and biographically accurate. In a letter to Leopold from 4 January 1783, 

Mozart refers to a promise he had made to write a mass when he would bring Constanze, to 

whom he was betrothed at the time, to Salzburg to introduce her to his family.92 Mozart’s father 

at first disapproved of the marriage and his disapproval accentuated in the film in the Kyrie 

sequence. Mozart’s wedding in the film takes place in a church. Therefore, the occasion, the 

location and the biographical circumstances make the Great Mass a fitting choice of music to 

accompany the scene of Mozart’s wedding. Notably, the Great Mass is set in the home key of C 

minor. Of the 626 works listed in the Köchel-Verzeichnis (Köchel catalogue), only 15 have C 

minor as the home key. The Great Mass represents the most extensive sacred work in C minor 
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written by Mozart during his lifetime. The choice of key is significant because of its symbolism 

as well as the quality of its tonality.  

     In Amadeus we hear the opening Kyrie movement of the Great Mass. The Kyrie in C minor 

begins with a brief introduction of soft but foreboding pulsing strings. As the choral parts 

gradually enter, they intone ever more intensely: "Kyrie eleison" (Lord, have mercy!). With the 

entrance of a solo soprano, the harmonies modulate to E-flat major and the tone immediately 

brightens "Christe eleison" (Christ, have mercy). However, the brighter mood is not to last. As 

"Kyrie eleison" is heard once again, C minor and its emotional tension return. In Amadeus, this 

solemn, stern and awe-inspiring music accompanies the scene of Mozart’s wedding.  

     The filmmakers did not choose to use, for instance, the considerably brighter and more joyful 

Gloria, the following movement of the Great Mass, since it would not convey the intended 

implications in the narrative. Leopold opposes the marriage and requests his son not to marry in 

his letter, which is read aloud by Leopold’s voice, an example of metadiegetic sound, speaking 

over the music: "I write to you with urgent news. I’m coming to Vienna. Take no further steps 

towards marriage until we meet. As you honor the father who has devoted his life to yours, do as 

I bid and await my coming."93 Three aspects of film interact to create a narrative in which much 

information is conveyed in a short time span. Leopold negotiates on behalf of Wolfgang and 

leaves while repeatedly bowing his head to the archbishop. As we observe the action, we hear 

Leopold’s voiceover in which he speaks to his son. Underneath the voiceover, we hear the 

opening of the Kyrie. The three elements of the film interact to create a striking effect. First is 

the exchange between Leopold and the archbishop, which results in Leopold obtaining a pardon 

for Mozart. The second is a metadiegetic communication from Leopold to Mozart. The Kyrie 
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from the Great Mass represents the third stream of narrative information as it sets the stage for 

the wedding in the subsequent scene. In combination with Leopold’s letter the music frames the 

wedding ominously. As opposed to a connubial celebration, the atmosphere of the wedding has a 

markedly somber tone. As soon as Leopold, leaving the archbishop, reaches the door, the 

voiceover utters the final phrase aimed at Mozart "await my coming." The word coming is 

immediately followed by the sound of the archbishop’s servant’s staff hitting the floor indicating 

that the door should be closed. The sound of the staff is synchronized both sonically and 

visually: it is a sonic signal for a visual cut to the next scene but it also matches the entrance of 

the chorus in the Kyrie. Unlike the Gran Partita sequence, in which the music was abbreviated 

in order to fit the diegetic performance, the Kyrie plays with no interruption and serves as the 

scene’s rhythmic backbone according to which both metadiegetic sound and the visual action are 

cut.  

     The wedding scene in St. Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna is established visually by the camera 

tracing the cathedral’s inner front wall progressing from the ceiling to the altar. Musically, the 

Kyrie has transitioned from the introduction for strings to the chorus beginning with the word 

"Kyrie." Notably, the melodic progression of the music and the movement of the camera are in a 

contrary motion. As the camera pivots downward on a vertical axis, the voices of the chorus rise 

to ever-higher pitches. The audiovisual contrary motion creates a vertiginous effect. The camera 

finally settles at the floor level, framing Mozart and Constanze in a long shot from behind. The 

film then cuts to a close-up shot of the couple’s hands joined as the priest recites marriage vows 

to the accompaniment of the Kyrie. The movement of the joined hands is initiated by the sound 

of the timpani. The timpani produce a low thunderous sound, which adds to the music a forward 

rhythmic thrust. In addition to serving as a guidepost for the editing, the music also guides the 
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action, for instance, the upward movement of the joined hands is synchronized to the timpani 

roll. Moreover, the priest finishes reciting the vows just in time before the female chorus reaches 

the highest notes in the first section of the Kyrie, as if symbolically implying that the couple have 

become a husband and wife at the precise movement when the voices climbed nearest the 

heaven. The association might seem far-fetched, but the word the voices intone is "Kyrie" 

(Lord). 

     When Mozart and Constanze kiss to confirm their matrimony, the film cuts to Leopold who 

seated in his room in Salzburg holds a letter from his son. The roles have reversed; now it is Mozart 

whose metadiegetic voiceover we hear rendering Leopold’s reading of the letter. Mozart’s voice 

reads: "Beloved father, you say Vienna is the musicians’ city. To conquer here is to conquer 

Europe. With my wife, I can do it. One day, when I’m wealthy you’ll live with us, and we’ll be so 

happy."94 As Mozart’s voice reads aloud the letter informing Leopold of his marriage to Constanze, 

we hear the chorus still singing the Kyrie, but the texture has become considerably denser. The 

chorus is now divided into smaller sections, each given an independent line. The diverging voices 

of the polyphonic treatment of the word Kyrie seems to correspond to the divergent perspectives 

of Mozart and Leopold on the marriage.  

     As Mozart’s voiceover arrives at the word "happy," Leopold crumples the letter with angry 

tears. The scene reaches a climax with the voices mounting on top of each other finally joined by 

a male chorus. The crumpling sound of the letter provides a sonic cue for a cut to the next scene. 

The cut is startling because for the first time it interrupts the continuity of the music. In overriding 

the music, the cut gains its effectiveness from breaking the established continuity. It expresses 

Leopold’s impatience and anger with Mozart. The startling effect is further enhanced by the 
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opening shot of the next scene, which shows a herd of stags suddenly prompted into a gallop, as if 

responding to the abruptness of the cut. 

 

 

 

 

Condensing the Genius: A Musical Montage 

 

It is well documented that at various times in his life, Mozart struggled financially because of a 

combination of an unsteady source of income and his lavish lifestyle. Mozart’s financial struggle 

is reflected in the film and addressed explicitly when Constanze visits Salieri to seek his help in 

finding new students for her husband, thereby securing a source of income. However, the primary 

purpose of the scene is to provide an opportunity to focus attention directly on Mozart’s music and 

use it to illustrate his genius as a composer. Contanze takes action without Mozart’s knowledge 

and as such embodies the stock character role of a dutiful wife who rescues her husband.  

     To lend more weight to her plea, Constanze brings with her Mozart’s scores to show Salieri. 

Salieri attempts to persuade Constanze to leave the scores with him, but she resists. The scene is 

set up to emphasize the value of Mozart’s manuscripts. Constanze brings a whole stack of 

manuscripts, presumably not having a deeper understanding of what she carries. The manuscripts 

are inside a folder, which lends them more mystery and increases our expectation. Like Salieri, we 

are anxious to see what lies inside the folder. Salieri does not forgo propriety and first engages 

Constanze in a conversation, even offering her confectionery. In his facial expression, intensely 
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eyeing the folder, F. Murray Abraham brilliantly embodies Salieri’s eagerness to pour over its 

contents. 

      The suspense continues as Salieri’s impatience and our curiosity grow. Salieri insists that 

Constanze leave the manuscripts with him, asking her for the second time. Constanze denies 

Salieri’s request explaining that all the manuscripts are originals. Salieri’s expression transforms 

when he hears this, reflecting our realization that we are about to be given a rare insight into 

Mozart’s works. The filmmakers faced the challenge of translating the visual written score into its 

sonic representation. Increasing the challenge was the amount of material that needed to be 

compressed to be presented in a condensed but intelligible form. The intention seems to have been 

to convey Salieri’s amazement at Mozart’s peerless genius. To set up the importance of the 

forthcoming shot, as soon as Salieri learns Mozart’s authentic manuscripts, many of which have 

yet to be published, lie in front of him, he immediately puts away the sweets and briskly unfurls 

the folder. Before we are afforded a closer look at the scores, Salieri seeks reassurance: "These are 

originals?"95 he asks Constanze, emphatically pointing his hand at the manuscripts.  

     Salieri’s realization that he is in the presence of greatness is highlighted by way of contrast; 

Constanze confirms it with a sheepishly laconic interjection "Mm-hm," suggesting she is more 

preoccupied with eating than studying the manuscripts. The implication is that she cares about the 

scores in as much as they secure work for her husband and she can return them without him 

noticing. The scene is constructed this way to juxtapose the unsuspecting nonprofessional, 

represented by Constanze, and the initiated expert, represented Salieri. The film seems to suggest 

that the latter type is needed to decode the written genius of Mozart’s music, while the former can 
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appreciate its aural rendition; a notion supported by the fact that throughout the film Constanze is 

repeatedly shown present at performances of Mozart’s works and visibly enjoys them.  

     I extend the suggestion further and argue that the film builds on the stereotype that music can 

be appreciated by anyone who listens with attention and curiosity without systemic formal music 

education. However, to attain a deeper understanding of music, Amadeus seems to suggest, rather 

uncontroversially, one needs to possess a musical training. Nevertheless, the dichotomy ought not 

to be exaggerated as Amadeus seems to incline toward the former category. The film consistently 

emphasizes the natural ease and immediate aesthetic appeal of Mozart’s music. In the manuscript 

scene in particular, Salieri serves as a mediator, who performs the work of deciphering the written 

language of music for the benefit of the audience, initiated or not, to enjoy and marvel at Mozart’s 

ingenious creation. Instead of focusing on the divide between the two categories, the film attempts 

to reconcile and bring them together. While singular genius is needed to write the music and 

exceptional talent is required to perform it, Mozart’s music can be enjoyed by anyone. The initiate 

category is present in order to not let us forget that underneath the sublime, enchanting and 

seemingly simple music exist complex layers on which the simplicity is founded and that requires 

more proficiency to comprehend. 

     Now that the scene has been set up to focus our attention directly on the music, the camera 

frames the topmost score sheet in a close-up shot, adopting the perspective of Salieri, who keenly 

peruses it. As soon as we see the score, presented by the shot from a close proximity that makes it 

legible onscreen, a soft music begins playing on the soundtrack. The first piece featured as part of 

a remarkable musical montage unique to Amadeus is the middle movement Andantino from 

Mozart’s Concerto for Flute, Harp, and Orchestra in C major, K. 299/297c. The montage begins 

with the opening of the Andantino, featuring a solo flute introducing the movement’s first theme. 
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The theme is notable for its poignant and wistfully lyrical quality. In addition, it functions 

effectively as a bridge between diegetic and non-diegetic sound. While the solo flute accompanied 

by arpeggios in the harp introduce the theme, an example of non-diegetic music on the soundtrack, 

we can still hear non-musical diegetic sound present on the soundtrack. As Salieri runs his hand 

over the score, the sound the hand makes by touching the paper can be heard. Also, as he grasps 

the score folder more firmly with his other hand, we hear the sheets making a crumpling sound. 

This sound originates within the scene and is heard by the characters present in it. Constanze can 

also hear the crumpling sound Salieri makes, which is very soft but it does not need to compete 

with other sounds for audibility since it is the only diegetic sound in the scene at this point. 

     By contrast the sound of the opening of the Andantino is not readily classifiable as either 

diegetic or non-diegetic music. It would be equally tempting to assign it to the metadiegetic 

category, assuming that the music on the soundtrack is a representation of the music Salieri is 

experiencing internally, generated by his mind in response to the score he is reading. However, I 

would suggest he is not reading the score, or at least, not yet. The topmost sheet is positioned at a 

ninety-degree angle from Salieri and he would have to strain considerably to read the music. 

However, the subjective camera, which assumes Salieri’s perspective, does not move suggesting 

Salieri has not changed his angle of vision by turning his head, either. Instead, Salieri reaches for 

the score in order to turn it to face him so that he can conveniently read. While I would not discount 

the possibility that Salieri reads the score from the moment the Andante begins playing, I suggest 

he also may not as the occasion marks the first time he sees the score and he has never heard the 

music performed; therefore, Salieri cannot be drawing on his memory of the piece. Moreover, 

throughout the film, Salieri’s music skills are systematically deemphasized in favor of Mozart’s 

so accentuate the latter’s musical genius by way of a juxtaposition of two composers. It would 
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seem inconsistent for the film to imply that not only does Salieri have the capacity to read an 

orchestral score for first time at a ninety-degree angle without any difficulty, but also that he can 

render it instantaneously in his mind into a fluent and fully instrumented sound. Based on this I 

conclude that the music we hear is non-diegetic, though this may not be immediately apparent due 

to the fact the score is framed from Salieri’s perspective, which complicates the categorization. 

     Once Salieri has moved the score to face him, he stands up and turns his back on Constanze. 

From his reaction, I infer the film aims to represent the experience of music primarily as individual, 

subjective and private. Even though Constanze is seated at the other end of the room and cannot 

look over his shoulder, Salieri seems compelled to experience the music in solitude; therefore, he 

distances himself even farther from her. By showing Salieri isolated, the film conveys the 

character’s impression of being overwhelmed by the music. Furthermore, Salieri is excited because 

he holds in his hands the manuscripts of Mozart, his rival and nemesis. Nevertheless, the film takes 

advantage of Salieri’s reaction to emphasize how intensely personal the experience of music can 

be. While the notes are determined by the composer, each new performance of the work varies 

according to the performer’s interpretation, and, finally, the performance is interpreted by the 

listener. Amadeus is ingenious it that it manages to fit the three stages of the transference of music 

from the composer’s mind to the listener into several coherent scenes. Later in the film, the 

spectator is given an opportunity to witness Mozart at work; we first see him as he composes parts 

of his opera The Marriage of Figaro while playing billiards by himself at the same time. Most 

memorably, and in detail, we observe a dramatized depiction of Mozart composing the Requiem 

on his deathbed with Salieri acting as his amanuensis in the final part of the film. The scene 

contains much of fiction as well as conjecture, but it successfully manages to externalize and 

convey cinematically the essence of a composer engaged in the act of musical creation. 
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     The music performance aspect is represented in Amadeus by two interconnected subcategories. 

All music in the film was performed and recorded; otherwise, there would be no music to place on 

the soundtrack. The recordings of Mozart’s music were conducted or supervised by Neville 

Marriner. The recorded performance was further subject to interpretation. The performance itself, 

the recording and mixing processes add to the subjective nature of music reproduction. The next 

level of interpretation peculiar to film, and the level I have been primarily discussing is the 

placement of music within the film, and the context and the result of the interaction between one 

medium and the other. However, there is yet another level of interpretation present in Amadeus. 

Metadiegetic sound in film represents a sound a character experiences internally and emphasizes 

the subjective nature of sound perception. The sound is heard only by that character and not by 

other characters who may be present in the scene. When a film uses metadiegetic sound, the 

soundtrack typically excludes or diminishes all diegetic sound, which is sound that originates 

within the scene and is produced by the characters or their environment. For instance, when Mozart 

first overhears the Gran Partita, the music belongs to the diegetic category. Its source is shortly 

confirmed as diegetic when we see musicians performing the music.  

     Returning to the manuscript scene, I apply the respective categories to the music therein. First, 

we see a glimpse of the manuscript score, a visual representation of the music recorded through 

systematized notation. Subsequently, the pre-recorded Andantino enters the soundtrack as non-

diegetic music. However, as soon as Salieri holds the score turned towards him the music on the 

soundtrack transitions from non-diegetic to metadiegetic. The transition is marked by the 

disappearance of the diegetic sound, as the crumpling of the pages fades out. The music completely 

takes over the soundtrack as the film tries to depict Salieri’s internal experience. In actuality, we 

listen to music that has been pre-recorded for the film and neither the interpretation nor the 
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recording bear any traces of subjective distortion or dramatic heightening to suggest that Salieri 

perceives and interprets it in an idiosyncratic way. In theory, we are intended to hear a live 

representation of the music Salieri hears in his mind, music not experienced by any other character 

in the scene. It is possible to proceed further in the analysis of the music experience and suggest 

that from the perspective of the film’s narrative logic, the metadiegetic music is being performed. 

Using his musical training, Salieri decodes the score and transforms it into music, which he 

experiences internally – the music is exclusive to him within the confines of the film – all for the 

benefit of the film audience. Following that logic, Salieri not only mentally performs the music 

but he also interprets it. 

     In addition to effectively employing different modes of representation of music, the manuscript 

scene is significant for the way in which it exploits the technique of musical montage. We hear not 

only the Andantino, but also a collection of excerpts from several well-known Mozart pieces. 

However, their representation is complicated by the old Salieri’s interjections, which serve both 

as a punctuation and an extramusical commentary. In contrast to the first scene in Amadeus of The 

Abduction from the Seraglio, in which Salieri criticized the performance, here the narrator uses 

words to praise aspects of the music that are not represented by sound. He points out that: "These 

were first and only drafts of music. But they showed no corrections of any kind. Not one. He had 

simply written down music already finished in his head. Page after page of it. As if he were just 

taking dictation."96 While it can be said that the commentary interrupts the music since the two 

seemingly vie for prominence, it also supplies relevant background information about the music 

that cannot be ascertained from listening only. 

                                                 
96 Forman, 1 hour 32 seconds. 
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     Amadeus does not strive for a holistic representation of Mozart’s compositions as a concert film 

or a documentary might, instead it reinterprets the music and dramatizes the context of its making. 

I suggest that while Amadeus aims to entertain, it also strives to enhance the audience’s 

appreciation of Mozart’s music. For a more holistic experience of Mozart’s music featured in 

Amadeus, the audience may listen to the film’s soundtrack album. At the end of the final credits 

of the Director’s Cut, the audience is invited to seek out the Amadeus soundtrack album published 

by Fantasy Records. In contrast to the film, the album contains many of the Mozart pieces used in 

the film either in their entirety or in case of longer works a complete movement.  

     The contribution of the film to the appreciation of Mozart’s compositions is its casting of the 

music within a larger multi-media framework, which consists of combining visual, verbal, 

narrative and dramatic elements with the music. That Amadeus integrates music within these 

elements may be obvious, but the order of integration is not as clear. Though image and verbal 

narration overlap with music, they are integrated in a way that shows they follow or respond to the 

music, rather than the music follows or responds to them. I am convinced that the hierarchy of the 

integration of music within the film is what sets Amadeus apart from films using an original score. 

In the latter case, the general rule is that the music responds to and often is subjugated by the other 

aspects of a film. The fact that typically music is one of the last elements added to a nearly finished 

film supports my contention. Whereas in case of Amadeus Miloš Forman and Peter Shaffer had 

regularly listened to Mozart’s music, some of which would be used in the film, while they were 

writing the screenplay, a practice revealed by Forman on the commentary track recorded with 

Shaffer for the 2002 Amadeus: The Director’s Cut.97 

                                                 
97 Forman and Shaffer, Audio Commentary. 
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     There is a significant visual component to the montage. While a potpourri of excerpts from 

Mozart pieces unfolds on the soundtrack, the camera frames Salieri’s face in a close-up shot. He 

has turned away from Constanze to read Mozart’s scores in private but the camera is positioned in 

front of him to give a frontal view of his face. F. Murray Abraham’s reserved but strongly telling 

performance is an acting tour de force. He accompanies the music with an analogous medley of 

emotions expressed with a remarkable economy of facial expressions. Salieri’s face reveals an 

inner conflict, a clashing of amazement, disbelief, pathos, jealousy and anger, all provoked by 

Mozart’s handwritten work that requires no further perfection. His jealousy and anger advance the 

film’s theme of the fictional rivalry between the two composers. By contrast, Salieri’s amazement, 

disbelief and pathos are a reaction to the transcendental quality of Mozart’s creation, of which he 

is also jealous. He is angry with God for not having bestowed on him such gifts since he considers 

himself his more loyal and worthy subject than Mozart. Among the conflicting emotions vying for 

prominence on Salieri’s face, the amazement seems to prevail. Amazement fits best the mood of 

the music and serves to elicit a similar emotional reaction from the audience. Not that the music 

requires an extramusical validation but Salieri’s response functions as a testimonial for it. If any 

audience member is unsure of the abstract quality of Mozart’s music, Salieri’s reaction aids with 

interpreting it. It suggests that we are in the presence of greatness. However, if the young Salieri’s 

non-verbal facial expression is not sufficient to convince us, then the old Salieri provides a spoken 

commentary. 

     Of the five excerpts of Mozart’s pieces that comprise the musical montage the last is by far the 

longest. Playing for one minute and 17 seconds is the Kyrie from the Great Mass in C minor. 

However, the section featured in the montage is different to that which accompanied Mozart’s 

wedding. The respective sections of the same first movement of the identical Mass differ so 
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markedly in character that unless the listeners are previously familiar with the piece they not likely 

to identify the excerpts as belonging to the same piece. The scene serves as a testament to the 

variety and the immediate appeal of Mozart’s music. The montage consists of five excerpts and 

each represents a different musical genre: a concerto for flute and harp, a symphony, a piano 

concerto, a sinfonia concertante, a mass setting. The first four excerpts are given from three to six 

seconds of screen time. In their entirety the pieces range between 25 and 35 minutes of 

performance time, therefore each excerpt represents a mere fraction of the composition to which 

it belongs. Despite the extreme brevity and the highly fragmentary state, each excerpt 

accomplishes to convey an impression of extraordinariness. 

     The scene clearly shows that even when removed from its context and radically curtailed, 

Mozart’s music retains its expressive power. Is has been remarked about music that it forms a 

universal language, a means of communication that may not necessarily have to be studied 

explicitly to be implicitly understood. It is not that Mozart’s music is intended to convey specific 

information, nor is it recast in the film to convey it. Instead, the music has an intrinsically evocative 

power. It evokes abstract states as mood, atmosphere or ambience, but also it elicits individual 

responses as feelings of delight, pleasure, joy or nostalgia. Whereas it cannot be claimed that any 

of the brief excerpts of Mozart’s longer pieces functions as a structural microcosm of the whole 

work, as used in the montage scene, it does communicate the essential idea, impression, state or 

emotion. Therefore, the scene deftly illustrates the transcendental, timeless and sublime quality of 

Mozart’s music as well as the ability of film to employ music in such a manner.   

     Moreover, the scene epitomizes a significant principle of the use of classical or other pre-

existing music in film. Film, considered primarily a visual medium, inevitably creates a new aspect 

for the music. Similarly, if applied effectively, music can surface an inherent musicality of a film. 
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The definition of interaction is reciprocal action or influence of two distinct elements or forces.98 

When a film is set to music, or rather, in case of Amadeus, when music is set to film, such 

interaction takes place. However, Amadeus at its best represents a more advanced form of 

interaction. Synergy is defined as "the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, 

substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their separate 

effects."99 Two different media – cinematic and musical, visual and aural – are brought into 

coaction, in which each medium retains a degree of independence but also influences the other. 

The independence can be tested simply removing one medium, for instance music, and testing if 

the other retains coherence in the absence of the former. In case of the manuscript montage, while 

the scene would lose much of its dramatic cogency without the music, though bland, the narrative 

would still be coherent.  

     If we remove the visual context of the film, returning the Mozart pieces back to their original 

domain of absolute music (with the exception of the Kyrie, which has a general liturgical program 

attached to it), Mozart’s music may of course continue to be enjoyed in its entirety and fullness as 

it had done before the invention of film. What then is the reason of setting Mozart’s music to film? 

The purpose of combining the two self-sufficient entities is to create an effect that neither can 

achieve on its own. The image with sound and music join forces to create something unique. The 

uniqueness lies in the variety of their combined potential to appeal to and communicate with the 

audio-viewer.  

     Assuming that a typical film spectator is primarily attuned to the medium’s visual aspect – the 

image – then Amadeus addresses the audience on that basis. Furthermore, Forman’s film seems to 

support the notion that music represents a universal language or an implicit means of 

                                                 
98 "Interaction." Lexico. Oxford, 2020. 
99 "Synergy." Lexico. Oxford, 2020. 
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communication that conceivably predates modern visual literacy. The particular combination of 

image and music in Amadeus that results in a new kind of synergy is the reason I have chosen to 

devote myself to the study of the film. I have argued that the combination is unique because of the 

level of integration of the music into the film. The integration is achieved by a deliberate 

fragmentation of pre-existing music and a creation of a cinematic narrative designed for the music 

into which the music can be set so that image and music dovetail with astounding precision. This 

can be achieved by way of synchrony: matching film editing to significant downbeats or changes 

in the music. The music then gives the impression of functioning as punctuation. This technique 

is amply used in traditional film scoring, however, in Amadeus, the pre-existing music can only be 

controlled by determining what excerpt is used, when it starts and when it ends.  

     With the notable exception of the first iteration of the Gran Partita, in which the music is 

abridged within the featured excerpt, no music in Amadeus, however fragmentary as an except, is 

structurally interfered with within. Even the four brief excerpts within the manuscript montage are 

not modified other than being excerpted. As such, the excerpts form a microcosmic representation 

of the complete work to which they belong. To compare them to a film teaser or trailer would 

distort their meaning. Nevertheless, the general comparison may be applied only in terms of the 

durational disparity between a musical except used in a film and the whole piece, and a similarly 

disproportionate brevity of a film trailer and the length of the full film, which it represents.    

     However, as opposed to a trailer, which radically manipulates not only the length but also the 

order and the context of the constituent shots, the internal structure of the musical excerpts in 

Amadeus remains intact. I suggest that it is a constructive approach to examine and assess the 

excerpts in their own right, as a self-contained entity, rather that bemoan the fact that they have 

been excerpted and rendered incomplete. While it is relevant to point out which parts are missing, 
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their absence has little direct bearing on the film. However, despite breaching the larger structure 

of the piece, Amadeus does not treat Mozart’s music as film music. Suggesting the contrary fails 

to appreciate the complex treatment of Mozart’s music in the film, a treatment that supersedes the 

practice of writing music for a specific film and deploying the music accordingly.  

     The fundamental difference remains: Mozart’s music enjoyed a long and celebrated existence 

before it was ever attached to a film. Amadeus foregoes any attempt to enforce a film score 

approach to Mozart’s music. Such approach would have to not only excerpt but also restructure 

and recut the music to transform it into a form that is fully complementary to and subjugated by 

the visual and verbal aspects of film’s narrative. For instance, instrumentation of a given piece 

may need to be altered to more effectively accommodate Salieri’s voice while he is narrating. If 

the accompanying Mozart piece features a prominent part for a cello playing in its lower register, 

its pitch may compete with Salieri’s similarly pitched voice. It is a common practice in writing a 

film score to select instruments according to dialogue or sound effects in order to achieve a well-

balanced overall sound spectrum. Using pre-existing music without interfering with 

instrumentation or structure precludes the possibility of adjusting the pitch or timbre of the music 

to the quality of diegetic sound.  

     If the music is not to be manipulated the way I described, and classical music is still to be used, 

filmmakers may draw on the music’s existing narrative or dramatic potential. The most striking 

example in Amadeus of employing a brief excerpt of an extant classical piece in a narrative 

function without interfering with its inner structure is the recurrent use of the opening of the 

Overture to Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni. The opening measures of the Overture with their 

startling D minor cadence first sounded at the very beginning of Amadeus. It is the first sound the 

audience hears and they hear it before they are able to see anything. As long as the cadence sounds, 
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the frame is completely dark. The dark frame accompanies the music rather than vice versa. 

Similarly, there are no onscreen credits taking up the spectator’s attention. Even though the 

featured opening of the Overture lasts only six seconds, it immediately prefigures with a 

remarkable efficacy that the traditional paradigm of the relationship between a film and its musical 

score will be inverted in Amadeus.  

     The image, though still significant, functions to enhance the music. It reflects the mood of the 

dark D minor and the vehemently rousing character of the fortissimo chords with a simple, 

uniformly black screen. While the visual component accentuates and complements, it does not 

disrupt or interfere with the music. Therefore, the image plays the role commonly attributed to a 

film score in a motion picture. Music makes an upward move in the hierarchy of image and sound 

and it supplants the former’s primacy. This is not to say that the two engage in a combat, but rather 

that music traditionally assumes a supporting role in film but in key scenes in Amadeus the 

paradigm is inverted so that the music often leads the narrative as opposed to merely supporting 

it.  

     The beginning of the Don Giovanni overture is significant to Amadeus in several ways. 

Analogously to its function in an opera, the striking D minor cadence serves to galvanize the 

audience’s attention. It indicates to the audience that the opera or the film has just begun and it 

calls for their silent focus on the work. Moreover, the music immediately sets the dark and 

existential undertone, which despite many comical scenes, both in the opera and in the film, 

ultimately prevails. Next, the music foreshadows. A distinct purpose of an overture is to introduce 

important material as themes and motifs that will figure prominently later in the work. The 

audience is exposed to the material so that upon hearing it repeatedly they may make connections 

between elements of the narrative. In the opera, the ominous D minor cadence resounds powerfully 
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when the revenant Commodore arrives at the final feast hosted by Don Giovanni. It portends doom 

for the eponymous womanizer who the Commendatore will consign to the flames of the 

underworld at the end of the Finale. In addition, the D minor cadence becomes a leitmotif that 

signals Giovanni’s doom. Though the technique of musical leitmotif is chiefly associated with 

Richard Wagner, the D minor cadence prefigures this device, which reached its apogee in the 

second half of the 19th century in Wagner’s large-scale operas. Exercising a remarkable economy 

of means, Mozart deploys this structurally simple but semantically multi-faceted gesture in the 

very beginning and near the end of the opera. As a result, it effectively bookends Giovanni’s 

wanton philandering that is destructive to his victims. Moreover, it forebodes, announces and 

cements Giovanni’s own destruction. 

     Amadeus borrows the concept of the ominous leitmotif from the opera and expands on the 

motif’s signifying connotations and dramatic impact. Similarly to the opera, the D minor cadence 

strikes formidably from silence and initiates the work. The second instance and quotation of the 

motif comes at one hour and 16 minutes and 58 seconds into the film. The motif’s appearance may 

be as sudden and unexpected for many an audience member as is Leopold Mozart’s coming to 

Vienna for Wolfgang. After a longer absence, the motif reintroduces Leopold into the film’s plot 

and casts him in an foreboding way suggesting a link between Leopold and the Commendatore, 

each an acting executioner of the respective titular character’s doom. 

     The startling dynamic effect of the D minor cadence when it sounds for the second time is 

enhanced by way of a musical contrast, a sonic juxtaposition that also marks one of the most 

intriguing instances of the film’s sound editing. As Mozart returns home from a recital, the third 

movement Allegro of the Piano Concerto No. 22 in E-flat major, K. 482, highlights his elated gait. 

The music is light and cheerful in character. Both initial phrases of the rondo theme end in an 
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upward leap. The melodic progression is employed to evoke Mozart’s exuberant, leaping walk. 

However, the music itself contains no explicit reference to walking or leaping. Furthermore, the 

featured musical extract is not altered within to fit the film. Only soft diegetic ambient sounds 

appear on the soundtrack representing the street environment through which Mozart moves.  

     If the street sounds were muted completely and only music could be heard, the music would 

rather suggest the character’s internal subjective state that it would externalize as separate from 

the environment. Instead, the film constructs the scene in a manner that interprets the music as an 

evocation of a flamboyant walk with a leaping rhythm. As a result, Mozart moves to the music 

rather than the music accompanying him. The synergy between music and movement within the 

image transcends the simplistic gestural imitation typical of Mickey Mousing. Mozart’s walk is 

not precisely synchronized to the music’s rhythm. Rather the jubilant leaps match the general mood 

of the rondo theme. By placing musical and visual movement into a complementary relationship 

based on a general correspondence of rhythm and mood, the scene achieves a synergy. 

     When Mozart arrives at his house, he enters the front door and looks up the stairway leading to 

his apartment. The moment he sees a mysterious tall figure all dressed in black, the film’s 

soundtrack cuts from the Piano Concerto’s leaping rondo to the D minor cadence of the Don 

Giovanni Overture. The D minor represents Mozart’s terror at the appearance of the looming figure 

and it serves to alarm the audience as well. The shock derives its effect from a powerful contrast 

between contiguous images and sounds divided by a single unexpected cut. As along as Mozart 

engages in a carefree reverie and traipses along, including his entrance into the house, the rondo 

continues to capture his elation. The end of the rondo theme is synchronized to Mozart’s closing 

of the second door leading to the stairway. A second of musical silence ensues, creating a false 

sense of repose. The brief but pregnant pause is tersely interrupted by the thundering D minor 
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cadence. Mozart’s carefree mood is instantly transformed into an alarmed consternation. 

Concurrently, in visual terms, a subjective shot of the menacing figure replaces the third person 

perspective of the busy street and the jubilant Mozart, creating a stark contrast. Musically, the 

ominous D minor cadence interrupts the silence following the vivacious rondo and producing an 

analogous juxtaposition. The music and image collaborate to convey Mozart’s sudden sense of 

dread. It is the dual contrasting quality of the consecutive pieces and the consecutive shots, 

respectively, that illustrates Mozart’s emotional state and invests Leopold with a nefarious quality, 

both relevant to an upcoming development in the narrative. 

     The hooded figure spreads its arms like wings until they form an embrace. Mozart recognizes 

his father: "Papa? Papa!" he asks tentatively and then answers himself with relief, before running 

up the flight of stairs to embrace Leopold. Listeners familiar with Mozart’s Don Giovanni may 

become aware of the identification of Leopold with the Commendatore; some might even begin to 

wonder if the parallel extends to the fatalistic relationship between each character and the 

respective protagonist. For those unaware, the film later makes the association explicit. At this 

point, the D minor motif primarily serves to identify Mozart’s father as a character who signals 

encroaching doom in Mozart’s life.  

     As the D minor tonality is rare within Mozart’s oeuvre, it is worth enumerating the short list of 

Mozart’s works that have it as their home key. In addition to the Overture and the second act Finale 

of Don Giovanni, the following chronologically listed Mozart compositions are also set in D 

minor: Kyrie, K. 341; Fantasia No. 3, K. 397/385g; String Quartet No. 15, K. 421/417b; Piano 

Concerto No. 20, K. 466; and Requiem, K. 626. As can be observed, the listed works have a 

relatively high catalogue number, indicating that Mozart explored D minor as primary tonality 

only in his maturity. The last three are all important works composed in the final eight years of 
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Mozart’s life. I discuss Mozart’s ultimate work, his unfinished Requiem, in a later separate section 

of this chapter as the piece figures most significantly throughout the last hour of the film. 

Curiously, "Angloise," a piano piece by Leopold Mozart from his Notebook for Wolfgang written, 

as the title suggests, for his son, is also set in D minor.  

     Up to this point, the non-diegetic use of the Overture to Don Giovanni appeared 

anachronistically in relation to the film narrative. The opera had neither been performed nor had 

Mozart begun composing it. Mozart’s father died on 28 May 1787 and Don Giovanni premiered 

in October 1787 to acclaim in Prague. While it is debatable how close to the premiere Mozart 

finished the Overture, but it is nearly certain that it was completed last, when the remainder of the 

opera had been ready for performance. Mozart wrote down the Overture no more than a few days, 

or, according some accounts, no less than the night, before the premiere. The film later uses 

Leopold’s death to inaugurate the diegetic premiere of the opera. When Mozart returns home late, 

Constanze informs him of his father’s passing. The Mozarts and their friends in the room all fall 

silent. A medium shot focuses on Wolfgang’s face, which contorts from a previous drunken smile 

to devastation. After a moment of intense silence, the camera cuts to a portrait on the wall of 

Leopold Mozart. As the camera reveals Leopold’s portrait with his characteristically stern 

expression, the shuddering D minor cadence resounds and explicitly identifies the motif with 

Mozart’s father. In addition, the motif accrues a new layer of meaning. The simultaneous sounding 

of the motif with the announcement of Leopold’s passing turns the music into a death theme. 

Moreover, the range of the identification is presently extended further.  

     Only the first phrase of the D minor motif thunders as the camera frames the portrait of Leopold. 

The first note of the second phrase ushers in the next scene, transporting us forward in time to a 

different time and location. We see the giant statue of the Commendatore rising from the dead and 
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bursting through a brick wall onto the stage of Prague’s Estates Theater to the second phrase of 

the D minor motif. Mozart, seen from behind and out of focus but still recognizable, conducts the 

second act Finale of the premiere performance of Don Giovanni. The two constituent phrases of 

the D minor motif can be perceived as a question and an answer or a call and a response. Without 

resorting to a deeper harmonic analysis, the two phrases can be heard intuitively as having a 

complementary relationship, or as comprising a single whole. By attributing the first phrase to 

Leopold Mozart and the second phrase to the Commendatore, Amadeus makes clear their 

identification. The brief excerpt of music achieves a considerable amount: within the span of a few 

seconds, it establishes a close connection between two characters as well as bridges two scenes 

separated by different times and locations. Similarly to the revenant Commendatore, who comes 

to claim Don Giovanni’s life, Mozart’s father continues to have a palpable influence on Wolfgang 

and haunts him even though he is deceased.  

     I argue that the link between Leopold and the Commendatore is primarily musical and is 

supported visually and by voiceover narration. Chronologically, the D minor motif first 

characterizes Leopold upon his arrival in Vienna long before the Don Giovanni scene. On its 

subsequent iteration, it functions as a miniature musical portrait of Leopold complementing the 

visual portrait on the wall. Once we enter the opera finale at the theater, we see the Commendatore 

wearing a massive black costume that bears a resemblance to the costume previously worn by 

Leopold, including the menacing hat. Moreover, once the Commendatore bursts through the wall, 

he spreads his arms wide open as if in imitation of Leopold’s pose when he welcomed his son. 

Finally, Salieri’s voiceover makes the relationship obvious when he states, "So rose the dreadful 

ghost from his next and blackest opera. There on the stage, stood the figure of a dead commander. 
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I knew... only I understood... that the horrifying apparition was Leopold."100 If we accept the film’s 

by this point self-evident identification of the two characters, we may wonder about another 

concomitantly implied association.  

     If Leopold is the Commendatore, can Mozart be Don Giovanni? In visual terms, the duality 

holds true as Mozart is captured in a similar position and at an angle in relation to the 

Commendatore as he was to his father. Both figures face Mozart from a confrontational head-on 

perspective and both tower over him from an elevated place. Their position may be seen as higher 

not only physically but also metaphorically. Amadeus has emphasized Leopold as a presence of 

draconian conscience in Wolfgang’s life. In analytical psychology, Leopold in the film represents 

a living and dead incarnation of the super-ego. The super-ego reflects "the internalization of 

cultural rules, mainly taught by parents applying their guidance and influence."101 Likewise, in the 

opera, the Commendatore serves as Don Giovanni’s unsolicited voice of conscience. Giovanni 

kills him in a swordfight in the beginning of the opera but he returns at the end to mete out 

Giovanni’s final reckoning. As Leopold Mozart reminds Wolfgang of his transgressions, such as 

condemning his marriage to Constanze, the returning Commendatore admonishes Giovanni for his 

sins. 

     The Don Giovanni Finale is among the longest scenes in Amadeus with its duration of five 

minutes and 30 seconds and it contains the longest uninterrupted segment of continuous music. 

When the music ends, the audience in the theater give a lukewarm applause. As opposed to 

previous scenes, which show Mozart conducting music with endless excitement, at Don 

Giovanni’s end Mozart looks drained and haggard. It marks the first time in the film that Mozart 

is seen in poor health, which will continue to deteriorate. Mozart’s waning health and his premature 

                                                 
100 Forman, 1 hour 55 minutes 42 seconds. 
101 Schacter, Daniel. Psychology Second Edition. United States of America: Worth Publishers, 2009. 
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death are inextricably linked to his last composition, the Requiem in D minor. In the following and 

final section of my thesis, I discuss the extensive treatment of the Requiem in the last hour of the 

film. 

     The shuddering Finale of Don Giovanni notwithstanding, we remain in the dark tonality of D 

minor. Three successive landscape shots show different locations in Vienna covered with snow, 

indicating that some time has passed since the premiere. The shots are permeated with the first 

movement of the Piano Concerto No. 20, Mozart’s only concerto for any instrument in D minor. 

The first movement Allegro begins in the dark tonic key of D minor with the soft strings restlessly 

growing to a full forte. As the strings build up in dynamics, the Allegro becomes increasingly 

prominent on the soundtrack until it subdues all diegetic sound. While the Allegro plays in the film 

from the beginning of the movement continuously, we observe a visual time-lapse montage. A 

servant purchases an unseen item packed in a large box in a mask shop and hastens to deliver it to 

his master. Subsequently, by way of parallel editing, the film offers a brief glimpse at Mozart, who 

is hard at work, visibly sick, and sipping alcohol. Suddenly, a cut returns us to the servant with a 

close-up shot of the purchased box being opened. Another cut skips ahead to reveal a masked 

person at the end of a dark corridor approaching briskly towards the camera.  

     While the editing in the sequence serves to compress time by eliding non-essential action, such 

as the masked person getting dressed in the elaborate costume, the D minor Allegro plays 

continuously. Therefore, the music and the visual action interact on two levels. The first level is 

marked by a complementary accord: the unexplained intrigue of the purchase and the covert action 

of the masked person combined with Mozart’s struggle to keep composing in poor health agrees 

with the dark D minor tonality and the growing restlessness of the strings. However, in terms of 

continuity, music and image are in opposition. The Allegro plays from the beginning and continues 
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uninterrupted until it reaches the point at which the soloist enters. By contrast, the sequence 

consists of a series of 14 brief shots, many of which elide substantial parts of real-time action to 

save screen time. As a result, the music provides continuity to a discontinuous action. Moreover, 

the musical continuity, which the film creates through tonality, spans the previous opera sequence 

and reaches into the subsequent sequence as well. The use of music in the consecutive sequences 

represents an important example in Amadeus of how musical tonality can also function in cinema 

to establish narrative continuity. 

     As the masked man appears at Mozart’s house, a visual link between him and Leopold is 

achieved by the resemblance of their attire. The man’s black robe and his menacing triangle-shaped 

hat are strikingly similar to Leopold’s when he arrived in Vienna. The mysterious man first 

encounters Mozart to the thunderous sound of the Don Giovanni D minor motif. Consequently, 

the significance of the music has been expanded as it now refers to three interconnected characters: 

Leopold Mozart, the Commendatore and the masked man respectively, the last of whom the 

audience may shortly identify as Salieri by his voice quality. What the three characters share is 

that each has had an oppressive influence on Mozart. The musical motif serves to first identify 

them and subsequently to insinuate their similarity their relation to Mozart. In addition, I have 

argued that the D minor motif has become associated with death. The final part of the film takes 

the significance of the D minor tonality and the death motif connotation even further as it becomes 

increasingly connected with Mozart’s own death. 

     The foreshadowing of Mozart’s death is made explicit when the masked man commissions him 

to compose a mass for the dead. When Mozart first sees the masked man, we hear again the D 

minor motif, except now it has been curtailed to the first phrase only. From the mildly distorted by 

still discernible quality of the masked man’s voice, we may recognize him as Salieri. Because of 
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the linking of Salieri with the D minor motif, which simultaneously functions as a death theme, 

the music suggests to us that Salieri has become the harbinger of Mozart’s death.  

     As if wishing to exacerbate Mozart’s waning health, Salieri insists that Mozart set to work on 

the Requiem immediately. He orders Mozart to compose as quickly as he can, knowing that Mozart 

has no choice but to oblige due to financial difficulties. The information is conveyed by music 

since the Requiem enters the soundtrack for the first time in the film. The moment Mozart looks at 

the money he has received as down payment for the Mass, the opening Introitus of the Requiem 

begins softly playing. The use of the Introitus, which is titled Requiem aeternam and set in the key 

of D minor, implies that Salieri’s commission will provide a financial rescue for Mozart but it will 

also cost his life. Subsequently, the present-day Salieri confesses to the priest that he planned to 

kill Mozart; however, the music already communicated this before the confession. Thereafter, 

Mozart begins work on his final composition, which, both in the film and in actuality, he left 

unfinished at the time of his death. 

 

 

 

Composing the Requiem: A Mass for Two Voices 

 

 

In reality, the sequence in which Mozart dictates his Requiem to Salieri never took place. While 

the circumstances of Mozart’s death and the composition remain shrouded in mystery, it is clear 

that Salieri had nothing to do with the Requiem and almost certainly, he had nothing to do with 

Mozart’s death. Mozart did not complete a majority of the Requiem before his death on 5 
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December 1791. Since Mozart’s demise, a number of composers have provided their completions 

of the work. As a result, several versions of the Requiem exist. The first two composers, who 

attempted to finish what Mozart began, were his students Joseph Leopold Eybler and Franz Xaver 

Süssmayr. In Amadeus, the part played by Salieri as an assistant to Mozart in the composition most 

likely generally corresponds to Süssmayr, who in real life acted as Mozart’s amanuensis. It was 

also Süssmayr, who, following Constanze’s request, first completed the Requiem and delivered it 

to Count Franz von Walsegg. Not Salieri but Walsegg "commissioned Mozart to write the piece 

for a Requiem service to commemorate the anniversary of his wife’s death on 14 February."102 

Therefore, the scenes in Amadeus involving the Requiem are fictional. Despite the departure from 

historical fact, the final act of Amadeus centered on the composition of the Requiem continues to 

fascinate and remains one of the film’s most memorable parts. 

    The extended sequence, which depicts Mozart on his deathbed, is essential for the film. It 

dramatizes the composer’s coming to terms with the end of his life and his desire to keep 

composing. The film also attempts to give the audience a rare insight into Mozart’s compositional 

process. As the circumstances surrounding the Requiem are even more steeped in fiction than the 

previous parts of the film, it is worth emphasizing that the final part of the film is not intended as 

a biography of Mozart’s last days, but rather a further dramatized adaptation of Peter Shaffer’s 

stage play that contains a considerable amount of fiction. I underscore this point, even though it is 

not the focus of this thesis to separate fact from fiction or analyze the differences between the play 

and the film. 

                                                 
102 Gehring, Franz Eduard. Mozart (The Great Musicians). University of Michigan: S. Low, Marston, Searle, and 

Rivington, 1883, 124. 
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     The insertion of Salieri at Mozart’s bedside is a fictional device that creates for the playwright 

and the filmmaker an effective means of facilitating for the audience a rare glimpse at an 

approximation of Mozart’s creative process, thereby illustrating his genius. Salieri acts as an 

intermediary who enables the spectator to take part vicariously in a deeply creative act. Moreover, 

much of the scene’s drama comes from the tension and the opposition between a careless, vain, 

naïve and natural young genius and an older, established and scheming mediocrity. The genius 

desires the political power and stature of the mature man, and he in turn, the mature man able to 

recognize genius but not enact it, desperately desires it. The Requiem sequence is crucial to the 

film, because it creates a drama of the kind that is likely to absorb the audio-viewer completely, 

instead of simply diverting us. The last scene featuring Mozart and Salieri represents their final 

duel. Mozart wins by writing the Requiem, though not finishing, while Salieri succeeds in "killing" 

Mozart through overwork. 

    In the last months of his life, Mozart was especially prolific. Amadeus illustrates how Mozart 

needed to work on multiple commissions simultaneously. We see Mozart working at night. The 

music that plays during the scene renders in sound what he is composing. In film music, incidental 

music accompanying onscreen action is commonly termed an underscore. However, given the role 

of music in this scene, it would be more precise to refer to it as an overscore. The beginning of the 

Overture to The Magic Flute plays over the scene. It neither expresses the mood, nor does it 

highlight the action from underneath. Instead, the music represents the finished product of 

Mozart’s work in progress. It is likely to attract and hold the listeners’ attention. In terms of the 

volume of sound, the music supersedes all diegetic sound. Therefore, contrary to a standard scenic 

score, the Overture plays over other sounds in the scene. The music is not diegetic since its source 

is not located within the outer diegesis. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the Overture to 
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The Magic Flute, as it is featured on the soundtrack, can be described as metadiegetic, either. It 

has been noted of Mozart that it was his practice to fully compose a piece in his mind before 

transcribing it on paper. While it may not be possible to test empirically the theory, Mozart’s 

manuscripts seem to support it since in general they contain little trace of revision. Mozart’s 

extraordinary ability to produce near-perfect first drafts sets him apart from, for instance, Ludwig 

van Beethoven, who famously left behind, especially for his later works, extended sketches, of 

which the final version represents in length only a small part. 

     The Overture to The Magic Flute can be heard both as metadiegetic and as non-diegetic music 

depending on our interpretation. If we accept that Mozart worked out the Overture in its entirety, 

including orchestration, and committed its internal sonic representation to his memory before 

writing it down, we may hear the music on the soundtrack as metadiegetic. On the other hand, it 

is plausible to suggest that the piece was not completely fleshed out until notated and regard the 

music as non-diegetic since in the scene we hear a fully fleshed out performance of it. The 

performance aspect of the music also lends more weight to the non-diegetic perspective since the 

actual music in the soundtrack is a recording of a performance directed by Neville Marriner. If 

diegetic music originates inside the scene and non-diegetic music is attached from the outside, 

metadiegetic can be understood as an inner representation of the sound world of the character in 

focus.  

     Moreover, depending on sound mixing and the degree to which the music relates to visual 

content, metadiegetic music can be placed more underneath or above diegetic sound. In case of 

sound mixing, I apply the underneath-to-above range literally as the mix increases or decreases the 

dynamic level of a particular sound in relation to other sound. Regarding its attachment to the 

image, I understand music in film as moving on a spectrum from an implicit to an explicit 
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relationship with the visual aspect. Alternatively, I suggest the sound-image relation progresses 

from intrinsic to extrinsic. Consequently, a synchronized onscreen performance of the most 

prominent sound represented in the soundtrack would be an example of an implicit or intrinsic 

sound. By contrast, a non-diegetic score, which complements the image by enhancing a specific 

aspect of the visual action, would be more extrinsic. The absence of extrinsic music may 

profoundly alter the atmosphere of a scene, fail to help focus the audience’s attention, or leave a 

character’s psychological unexpressed, however, it should not make the narrative completely 

unintelligible. In case of the Overture to The Magic Flute, Mozart’s running about the dark 

candlelit room without the music playing on the soundtrack would make little narratological sense. 

In the absence of the music, I would regard the scene as extraneous to the rest of the film; it would 

lose its place within the larger narrative. The full detail, the high volume and the provenience of 

the Overture clearly suggests that the music is intrinsic to the scene. It is neither placed under in 

the mix, nor is it a score. The way the Overture is used indicates that it does not simply dramatize 

the action; rather I suggest the music represents what Mozart is hearing in his mind: a completed 

version of his piece. Alternatively, the film offers the audience an excerpt from a completed, 

performed and recorded version of the Overture as an illustrative approximation of Mozart’s final 

product. 

     Mozart’s obligation to tackle multiple commissions simultaneously is illustrated by a sudden 

interruption. While Mozart is at work on The Magic Flute, immersed in the Overture, he hears a 

knock on the door. The Overture continues playing as discussed above until Mozart opens the door 

and sees the masked man. The moment Mozart recognizes the visitor, the thundering D minor 

motif returns, cutting off The Magic Flue. "Are you neglecting my request?"103 the masked Salieri 

                                                 
103 Forman, 2 hours 21 minutes 38 seconds. 
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asks in a menacingly muffled voice. As opposed to the previous iterations of the D minor motif, 

this instance does not seem intended to invoke the characters that haunt Mozart. Rather it 

represents a blistering reminder that his livelihood rests on honoring the commission. Salieri 

pressures Mozart to a near-death exhaustion that combined with his illness ultimately claims his 

life. Therefore, the final iteration of the D minor motif functions as an alarm bell, suggesting 

Mozart’s distressed state of mind and a physical frailty. The final motif may also be heard as a 

prelude to a death knell. After Salieri has left, the distraught Constanze says to Wolfgang "You are 

going mad."104 Her line only verbally confirms what has just been implied by the music: Mozart’s 

suffering is compounded by his growing paranoia. Consequently, the way the music is used 

indicates that it is given a primary role in the narrative, whereas dialogue follows the music. 

     In the ensuing scene, music and dialogue continue to interact. When Constanze says to 

Wolfgang "All you do is drink and talk nonsense, and frighten me,"105 her terror is conveyed by 

non-diegetic music; an awe-inspiring male chorus cry out "Rex tremendae," the opening words of 

the eponymous movement from the Requiem. Moreover, the insertion of the music may be 

suggesting that Mozart has begun composing the movement in his head during the conversation. 

However, the relationship between dialogue and music subtly shifts. Constanze who is concerned 

about her husband starts soothing him. She pleads with Wolfgang to allow time for rest. The 

menacing male voices of the Rex tremendae chorus sound in contrast to the placating dialogue and 

action. The way the music is employed almost implies Mozart’s unwillingness to listen and signals 

his seething anger. I interpret the music as being in counterpoint with the dialogue. The effect of 

the juxtaposition based on contrast adds to the impression of Mozart’s suffering, which the music 

functions to accentuate. 

                                                 
104 Forman, 2 hours 22 minutes 34 seconds. 
105 Forman, 2 hours 23 minutes 25 seconds. 
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     Salieri becomes obsessed with Mozart’s Requiem, which he intends to present as his own. He 

conspires to take revenge on God for having insulted him by wasting genius on Mozart, a 

"creature" who Salieri deems unworthy. Salieri needs the mass for the dead to be complete before 

Mozart is dead. He plans to present the work as his public testament to Mozart to be performed 

during Mozart’s funeral mass. Salieri seems to be aware that Mozart’s time and health are running 

out, and he takes advantage of it. He forces Mozart to compose his own requiem mass for which 

the murderer will take credit. The narrative in the final part of the film becomes as thrilling as it is 

apocryphal. Nevertheless, the dramatic efficacy relies on a basic historical fact: Mozart did not 

finish the Requiem and he relied on manual help in transcribing parts of the work. Amadeus uses 

the character of the younger Salieri to enable the audience a simplified glimpse at Mozart’s mature 

compositional process. 

     The final act transports us to the last days of Mozart’s short life, taking place in late November 

and the first five days of December 1791. Mozart lays on the bed his back propped up against 

pillows. Salieri, without his wig or the black costume sits at a makeshift table. We may see the 

face of each character thanks to the candle light. The low light seems to cast longer shadows on 

Mozart’s face. His eyes burn with a fever that covers his skin in sweat. In contrast, Salieri appears 

in good health. He is possessed by a feverish desire to write down as fast as possible every single 

note Mozart pronounces. 

     From a dramaturgic perspective, the scene is constructed for the benefit of the spectator. Despite 

his illness, Mozart demonstrates that he has the energy to write since in speech his creative afflatus 

prevails over fatigue. From a logical perspective, if Mozart wished to conserve his strength he 

would not waste it trying to explain Salieri his thought processes and instead would quietly note 

down the music himself as he had done so many times before. As presented in the film, Salieri 
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cannot keep up with Mozart’s continuous stream of musical ideas but his inability to equal 

Mozart’s genius offers a distinctive narrative advantage. Salieri slows down Mozart’s rate of 

thought and breaks down complex ideas in a way that renders them intelligible to an audience who 

may otherwise miss it. If Mozart wrote down by himself what he had conceived in his mind, the 

spectator would be deprived of the opportunity to witness Mozart’s genius. Therefore, the film 

downgrades Salieri’s competence as a composer in order for him to act as a proxy for the audience. 

He makes explicit what Mozart perceives as self-evident. Not surprisingly, we see Mozart 

repeatedly lose patience with the slower Salieri during the dictation. 

     By choosing a dictation form, Amadeus externalizes through dialogue and interaction between 

two composers Mozart’s musical thought, and the act of creativity itself. Mozart’s verbal 

expression of the music is encouraged by Salieri incredulous questions. While Salieri transcribes 

Mozart’s instructions, the audience is given an extra time to consider their meaning. Therefore, the 

process of composition is significantly slowed down for the purposes of the film. Salieri asks where 

in the piece Mozart last ended composing and inquires about the meaning of the Latin phrase 

"flamnis acribus addictios" (Consigned to flames of woe). Salieri could look at the score to 

determine where he should resume writing. In addition, as a court composer, Salieri would no 

doubt understand the meaning of the Latin phrase. Therefore, I conclude that the character acts as 

an intermediary between Mozart and the spectator to facilitate the audiences’ understanding of 

internal musical processes. In passing, the question of faith is also addressed: "Consigned to the 

flames of woe. Do you believe in it? A fire which never dies, burning you forever,"106 Mozart asks. 

"Oh, yes."107 Salieri answers, taken aback. "Possible,"108 Mozart communicates his doubtful belief. 

                                                 
106 Forman, 2 hours 37 minutes 22 seconds. 
107 Forman, 2 hours 37 minutes 36 seconds. 
108 Forman, 2 hours 37 minutes 39 seconds. 
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"Come, let’s begin,"109 Salieri rushes Mozart to continue working. "We ended in F major,"110 

Mozart identifies the last position and the diegetic dictation proceeds. 

     The tone of the scene changes as Mozart indicates a change of key, modulating from F major 

to A minor. The composers move from an existential contemplation to a focused composition. 

They engage in a quasi-musicological dialogue, in which technical terminology prevails, but it 

contains enough common language to make a basic sense even to a musically untrained audience. 

Moreover, to support the audience’s understanding of the dialogue about the music, sound is used 

to illustrate the musical ideas as they are being discussed; dialogue, humming, singing, and isolated 

instruments are gradually assembled on the soundtrack to reveal the music’s complete texture. 

However, the slowing down of the process has another important effect.  

     The dictation form helps point out Mozart’s ingenious mind, its alacrity and speed, by 

juxtaposing it with Salieri’s relative inferiority. Salieri repeatedly asks Mozart to pause and explain 

elements of the music, which Mozart deems self-explanatory. The dictation sequence espouses the 

theory that Mozart conceived substantial portion of the music in his mind, a theory I discussed 

previously in relation to the Overture to Don Giovanni. In contrast to Salieri, not once in Amadeus 

is Mozart seen composing at the keyboard. Scenes in which Mozart improvises on pieces by other 

composers are the only exception. In addition to the improvisation on Salieri’s welcome march, 

the only other instance is at a masked ball where Mozart is coaxed by the diegetic audience to 

improvise miniature pieces in the style of Johann Sebastian Bach, Christoph Willibald Gluck and 

Antonio Salieri. As part of the game, Mozart must perform blindfolded and turned upside down. 

He manages not only to conceive spontaneously new works that recognizably imitate the style of 

                                                 
109 Forman, 2 hours 37 minutes 43 seconds. 
110 Forman, 2 hours 37 minutes 44 seconds. 
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the other composers, but also to extemporize a musical joke aimed at Salieri that elicits the 

audiences’ laughter. 

     When composing a work as complex as the Requiem, Mozart shows no need for the keyboard, 

which would have presented an easier filmic way of demonstrating a compositional process. 

Though I have repeatedly pointed out the ubiquitous presence of fiction in Amadeus, the film 

authentically avoids inserting any instrument into the Requiem sequence. Instead, dictation and 

dialogue are employed to render Mozart’s musical thought. The film also illustrates the mechanical 

task of writing the piece down. Salieri asks Mozart for instructions, for instance regarding meter 

and key. Mozart is forced to take what he considers obvious and implicit and render it explicit. 

The significance of the scene consists in its multi-faceted representation of the process of 

composing and writing music. Moreover, Amadeus uses Salieri, the antagonist and Mozart’s 

jealous rival, to facilitate the process for the audience. We are invited to assume to role of an 

observer and see the genius at work.  

     Throughout the film, the dichotomy between Mozart and Salieri is emphasized. I interpret the 

relationship between the two composers in the dictation sequence as that of a teacher and student, 

or the master and apprentice. Ironically, it is through the agency of the apprentice-antagonist that 

the spectator is enabled to see Mozart’s process and glimpse what constitutes his genius. Whereas 

the master composes and creates, the apprentice receives instruction and performs the menial task 

of transcription. However, it would be incorrect to suggest that Amadeus depicts Salieri as an 

altogether incompetent composer. In accordance with the character’s self-professed "mediocrity," 

Salieri is portrayed as an indifferent artist. By contrast, Mozart’s sublime musical gift and 

compositional prowess are constantly highlighted. The competition, albeit one-sided, between the 

two composers lends them to comparison. Due to the comparison, Salieri’s reputation suffers. In 
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actuality, there was less rivalry or jealousy between the two composers than depicted in Amadeus. 

Moreover, Salieri had no connection with Mozart’s Requiem, nor was he present during the 

composition. Instead, the film employs fiction to conceive the character’s role as an apprentice 

and amanuensis to accentuate Mozart’s mastery and illustrate his creative process for the benefit 

of the audience. 

     Singing subsequently expands the expressive range of the dictation. "Start with the voices. 

Basses first. Second beat of the first measure,"111 Mozart instructs Salieri. To illustrate what he 

has conceived in his mind, Mozart sings the line for Salieri: "Con-fu-ta-tis ma-le-dic-tis." When 

Mozart finishes dictating six measures of the bass line, he asks Salieri to sing it. As a result, we 

hear an aural representation of the music that has been transferred from Mozart to Salieri and onto 

paper. After two measures sung by Salieri, the soundtrack transforms. The diegetic sound of the 

solo singing by a character subtly morphs into a non-diegetic bass choir continuing the same line. 

Once they finish the sixth measure, the choir stops. By staggering the individual steps of the 

assembly, Amadeus creates the anticipation of hearing the full rendition. We await the complete 

performance. 

     Before the Confutatis segment plays in its textural entirety, we witness another stage of the 

compositional process. Mozart dictates the tenor parts and Salieri eagerly writes them down. 

Mozart sings "Flamnis acribus addictus" (the voice of the actor Tom Hulce corresponds in register 

to a tenor). However, his voice fades out before he finishes the stanza. As Mozart’s voice subsides, 

a choir of non-diegetic tenors, which eventually take over Mozart completely, engulfs it. The 

tenors continue to sing their line until they arrive at the beginning of the seventh measure, where 

                                                 
111 Forman, 2 hours 38 minutes 9 seconds. 
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the basses previously ended. Mozart’s voice does not fade out entirely, however; it can be heard 

softly singing underneath the choir. 

     A dictation of the instrumental parts follows: bassoons, tenor and bass trombones, and double 

basses. Salieri struggling to keep up begs Mozart to slow down. Mozart looks at him with irritation. 

When Salieri catches up, other brass instruments follow until the strings supply the last missing 

parts. The score of the section is complete. Mozart twice sings the ostinato phrases before grasping 

the manuscript from Salieri’s hands. As soon as he begins reading the score, the whole Confutatis 

chorus thunders. What we hear is the metadiegetic music Mozart imagines hearing in his mind 

when checking the score. 

     I suggest the entire sequence has an educational component. The learning potential is facilitated 

through the master and apprentice relationship, the dialogue between characters, the use of 

musicological terminology coupled with a step-by-step illustration, and, most importantly, the 

capturing of the process of composition. While the approach is subject to fiction and a degree of 

reductionism, I find that the film retains the essential characteristics of the process and effectively 

dramatizes them. The character of Salieri is inserted imaginatively in order to mediate between 

Mozart and the audience. He represents a logical extension, which makes possible the 

externalization of Mozart’s internal compositional practice. Without the fictional interaction of the 

two composers, the spectator would be deprived of an engaging opportunity to gain a basic 

understanding of Mozart the composer.  

     The complexity of Mozart and his process is reduced in order to match the scope of a narrative 

fiction film. The screenwriters employ musical terminology, such as key signatures and tempo 

markings, which may not be immediately understandable to all audience members. Nevertheless, 

because the terms are firmly grounded in context – they are explained through a discussion, 
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illustrated by singing, or demonstrated by non-diegetic music – their meaning becomes generally 

intelligible. Of course, Mozart does not mention all the information that would be needed to make 

an accurate transcription, such as all the note values. That fact that in reality Mozart did not finish 

the Confutatis and the subsequent movements mitigates the film’s omission of some of the detail.  

     I submit that throughout the sequence, the use of technical and common language achieves a 

balance. Notably, though, the slight inclination towards the technical jargon would not be possible 

without the consistently accompanying demonstration of the music. By focusing on one section of 

a single movement in detail, the filmmakers allow the audience to become better familiar with the 

music. Moreover, the inclusion of the sonic illustration of the music, layer by layer, as Mozart 

composes and Salieri writes it down, makes it possible to retain both the musicological approach, 

which lends the sequence an additional credibility and the non-scientific approach, which increases 

the film’s accessibility to include a wider audience. The skillful balance of the two approaches is 

what contributes to Amadeus’s enduring wide success. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

It has been my intention in this thesis to show that throughout the film, Amadeus relies on music 

as an essential component of the narrative. What distinguishes Amadeus from many other motion 

pictures that employ music as a means of storytelling is that no music it uses was composed for 

the film. As opposed to an original film score, the pre-existing music of Mozart disregards any 

specific cinematic narrative. Amadeus succeeds in channeling an inherent dramatic potential of 
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Mozart’s compositions by carefully constructing scenes that contain music according to musical 

principles. In contrast to the supporting role of a film score, Amadeus repeatedly foregrounds 

Mozart’s music. Whether diegetic, non-diegetic or metadiegetic, Mozart’s music is intended to be 

noticed and consciously appreciated.  

     Moreover, I have argued that the ways in which Amadeus deploys Mozart’s music transcend 

the traditional functions of a film score. In addition to using music to elicit mood, heighten 

atmosphere and help express character psychological states, Amadeus selectively uses Mozart’s 

works with respect to their biographical significance, tonality, chronology, and dramatic impetus. 

In case certain program pieces and operas, most extensively Don Giovanni, the film constructs 

parallels between elements of its own narrative and the original narrative of the music. The 

characters of Mozart’s father, the Commendatore and Salieri are linked by way of a meaning-

making use of the opening motif from the Overture to Don Giovanni. The recurrence of the motif 

provides the most conspicuous and the most elaborate example of a reinterpretation of Mozart’s 

music in the film. Mozart’s compositions in Amadeus are not simply used. The film offers new 

interpretations of the music by situating it within new contexts. While acknowledging that 

Amadeus can be criticized for breaching the larger structural integrity of Mozart’s compositions 

by abbreviation, fragmentation and suppression by other sounds, I suggest that Miloš Forman’s 

film deserves praise for the ingenuity with which it interprets the music in cinematic terms. I also 

argue that it is not the goal of a narrative film, which treats a composer’s biography with fiction, 

to present within its narrative his longer works in their entirety. In terms of duration, Amadeus: 

The Director’s Cut, with its running time of 180 minutes, compares to a complete production of 

Don Giovanni. While no major Mozart composition appears in Forman’s film in its entirety, as it 
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might in a concert film, Amadeus offers a varied selection of representative excerpts from Mozart’s 

oeuvre. 

     Mozart’s compositions are used with intelligence and an understanding of the music. The 

musical sensibility prevails not only in individual scenes, but also in the overall conception of 

Amadeus. As I have illustrated in my analyses, the extended use of the D minor tonality traces a 

dramatic and narrative evolution that spans the entire film. The key of D minor first organizes the 

opening tones heard in the film before the first image enters. I see the fact that in the beginning we 

are encouraged to hear before we can see as a microcosmic example that effectively encapsulates 

the primacy of musical sound in Amadeus. 

     When the old Salieri cries out "Mozart," punctuating in the middle the D minor cadence, it 

foreshadows another crucial sound characteristic of the film: the integration of music and dialogue. 

However, instead of non-musical sounds subsuming the music, the spoken word and sound effects 

often support it. Throughout Amadeus, Salieri’s framing narration draws attention to and highlights 

certain aspects of Mozart compositions, itself a form of music interpretation. Finally, Forman’s 

film employs Mozart’s music as the most significant means of celebrating the composer. It makes 

Amadeus a rare film that we can listen to without seeing and still understand the story of the music 

and its composer. I conclude that an analogous understanding could not be so fluently achieved 

with the moving image only. In Amadeus, as in its hero’s real life, music ranks first. 
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